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DFA Chairman’s report
Lost opportunity in good drying
weather
the growing demand for our great
product.
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Mark King
Chairman

Another year of no rain which is hard to
believe - is this climate change, or just
a run of good weather for growing dried
fruit?
We need to remember that on average
rain affects drying fruit seven years
out of every 10 so we should make
the most of dry seasons when we can.
The good weather experienced this
year helps keep drying costs down and
makes for a less stressful harvest.
Despite the good drying conditions and
that fact that prices are the highest on
record, many growers found it to be
a tough year. Yields were down and
quality was also an issue. Bunches
were large as a result of the lower
yield and therefore getting even drying
throughout the bunch and uniform
colour was hard to achieve.
Unstable water prices compounded the
issue resulting in a year that we don’t
need repeated.
To stay abreast of the situation and
keep members informed, Dried Fruits
Australia is active in many water
forums - through the National Farmers’
Federation Water Committee, the
Murray Darling Basin Authority or our
own water committee. We have written
to Minister David Littleproud and put
forward our case stating that water
management must be affordable and
most of all sustainable.
We have had some rain, but it’s a long
way from breaking the drought. All
dams in the region are lower than last
year and there has been little rainfall in
the catchments to recharge the river
and storages. Furthermore, the Bureau
of Meteorology’s Winter Outlook (July
to September) suggests it is likely to be
warmer and drier than average across
most of the nation (see page 15). If this
is the case, we will probably see the
price of water rise again.
The total crop this year will be around
14,500 tonnes, down from 17,000t
last year. This has put pressure on the
processors who will struggle to meet

In the last couple of months I
represented DFA at international
food fairs in Vietnam and Shanghai.
Launching the Australian Sultanas
brand, we received great feedback
about the samples on offer. There
is obviously a strong demand for
Australian dried fruit and I am
confident that with a larger crop we
will be able to maintain a premium
price for our product.
The need to implement a biosecurity
levy has been raised again. Growers
will be asked to vote on the
introduction of this levy in August.
The aim of the levy is to build up a
reserve or war chest to be used when
an exotic pest or disease enters the
country and threatens our industry
and livelihood. With increased
global trading and travel there is no
doubt that an exotic pest or disease
incursion will occur at some point in
the future and we need to be prepared
and ready to act when it does.
Finally, there has been much hype in
the media about glyphosate and its
safety. The NFF has released a fourpage fact sheet to separate the facts
from the myths. We have included
the final summary page from this fact
sheet on page 34 of this edition. I
encourage you to read the article and
if any new information comes to light
DFA will let you know immediately.

Mark King
Chairman

ATGA Chairman’s report
Overcoming obstacles
Using a labour hire contractor to avoid
that obligation yourself can still be
fraught with danger; there are some
circumstances where you can still be
held liable.

John Argiro
Chairman

We have once again reached the end of
the harvest season for another year, and
many growers will have started pruning
as winter well and truly sets in. I hope
you have all had a profitable season and
have reaped the fruits of your labour. As
we are all starting to realise, high quality,
mature fruit will attract good prices and
the industry’s reputation is enhanced
as consumers are enticed to repeatpurchase Australian grapes.
Our cover story in this edition focuses
on the outcomes from the Maturity
project being undertaken by Delytics.
The Australian Table Grape Association
(ATGA) has been working closely with
Mark Loeffen and his team, along with
the major supermarket vendors, major
retail chains, and funding body Hort
Innovation. We are hopeful all major
participants and beneficiaries will soon
announce the outcome of the research
work that has been undertaken to date.
In order to progress our industry, I
have extended an invitation to the Hort
Innovation Board to travel to Mildura and
meet with ATGA Board members and our
Chief Executive, Jeff Scott. The ATGA
looks forward to this meeting as it will
help educate the major funding body of
the specific needs within our industry,
and strategically review our direction for
the future.
Our industry stands to face some major
obstacles going into the next harvest
season - the biggest being the potential
shortage of both water and labour.
The lack of substantial rainfall in
catchment areas is currently threatening
water allocations. The ATGA is on
a number of advisory committees
monitoring this situation and will
keep you informed via emails and
e-newsletters.
Labour, on the other hand, firmly resides
with yourself, as the owner operator. It is
critical we all start to take responsibility
for who we employ to harvest our
fruit. As an employer, it is your legal
responsibility to ensure your workers
have the right to work.

You could be left in a difficult situation
if the contractor’s workers on your
property are not legal and are removed in
a raid by authorities.
Not only will you lose the workforce
you thought you had employed to
harvest your crop, but it could destroy
reputations built up over generations.
Remember, it is unlikely to be the labour
supplier’s name that is spread across the
media; it will be your farm and your name
that will attract the negative publicity.
It will also generate negative publicity
for our industry, most likely attracting
further government officials to our farms.
Let’s not have a repeat of the issues that
occurred in Sunraysia last harvest.
The Department of Home Affairs has
an online tool to help check the several
types of visa and ensure workers are
legal. Known as the Visa Entitlement
Verification Online (VEVO) web page, it
is available free of charge and is easy
to navigate, but you must register as an
employer first. Do this well before your
season starts because it takes up to
ten working days to receive your login
account. However, you only have to
register once.
Be mindful, if you are found with
illegal workers, not knowing will not
be accepted as an excuse. It is your
obligation to know and the tools are
available to check.
On a final note, it has been reported in
the news recently that glyphosate, an
active chemical in the widely used weed
killer Roundup, is under review by the
Victorian Government as a direct result
of several cancer claims made in the
United States. Despite glyphosate having
been thoroughly assessed and declared
safe by the Australian Pesticides and
Veterinary Medicines Authority in 2016
(see page 34), the Victorian Government
has announced it will undertake a sixweek review into the handling of the
chemical and its risks. The ATGA will
keep monitoring the outcome of this
review.

John Argiro
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Cover story
Table grape minimum maturity changes imminent
Updates to the minimum maturity
standards for Australian table
grapes are expected to be finalised
soon, following extensive industry
consultation.
The proposed changes are based on
the analysis of maturity monitoring
data from all major public varieties
carried out over the past two seasons.
The project Table Grapes Supply
Chain Quality 2017-2020 (TG17002) is
being funded by Hort Innovation using
table grape industry research and
development levies and contributions
from the Australian Government.
A key objective of this three-year
project is to increase the demand
and consumption of Australian table
grapes by ensuring consumers have a
consistently good eating experience,
throughout the entire season.
Research strongly suggests that
consumers will buy more fruit when
they are confident it will taste good,
and that getting the taste right for
consumers at the start of the season
is critical.
Key Australian table grape industry
stakeholders have collectively
agreed to develop minimum maturity
standards that are well-aligned with
consumer taste expectations.
A Stakeholder Working Group (SWG)
was established in October to
determine the best way to develop
minimum maturity standards for the
whole industry to ensure eating quality

Jenny Hunt collecting samples for the maturity project.

is consistently good. Members of
the SWG include the Australian Table
Grape Association (ATGA), growers,
Hort Innovation, and key retailers and
marketing companies.
Maturity data from 13,500 table grapes
collected from farms, supermarkets
and export has provided sciencebased evidence to assist with the
industry decision making.
In June 2019, the SWG agreed on
proposed updates to the minimum
maturity standards for table grapes
that they believed would best meet
the needs of both consumers and the
industry.
Growers will have an opportunity to
be thoroughly updated on the project
and offer their input in a series of

meetings that will be held in August
in conjunction with the ATGA export
registration.

For Sunraysia, the
meetings will be held on
31 July and 1 August,
with meetings in
Queensland and Western
Australia at a later date.
Key team members of the Table Grape
Quality Improvement project will be on
hand to discuss the proposed maturity
standard changes with growers at the
August meetings, including Delytics
Managing Director and project leader,
Mark Loeffen, ATGA Chief Executive
Jeff Scott, and retail management
consultant Tristan Kitchener.
“I strongly encourage all growers
to make it a priority to attend these
meetings,” Mr Scott said.
“It is imperative that we all understand
why these changes are important
and how they will benefit our own
businesses so we can embrace them
with no reservations.”
The Table Grapes Supply Chain Quality
project was commissioned by ATGA
in direct response to grower concerns
about immature fruit in the market,
especially at the start of the season.

Table Grapes Supply Chain Quality project team members, from left: Retail Management
Consultant, Tristan Kitchener; Delytics Managing Director and project leader, Mark
Loeffen; and ATGA Chief Executive Jeff Scott.
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Mr Scott said numerous growers
expressed concerns to the ATGA over
many years about the negative effect
immature fruit has on table grape

Areas for
discussion
The ATGA is trying to increase
domestic table grape sales for the
benefit of the entire industry. The data
collected over the last three years
provides tangible evidence showing
that to achieve 80% consumer
acceptability, and repeat sales,
grapes need to be a minimum of
16˚Brix.
Growers are urged to attend
scheduled meetings to see the results
and discuss the following to map the
path forward:
Figure 1. Table grape maturity data demonstrates a need for change. This graph shows
that Australian table grapes only met the targeted 80% minimum consumer acceptability
once in the past four years.

sales and value. “As we all know, if a
consumer‘s first buy is of immature fruit
that doesn’t taste very good, they won’t
purchase any more table grapes for six
to eight weeks, and their confidence
making that next purchase will be low,”
he said.
“This project aims to address this
problem by providing science-based
minimum maturity standards for the
whole industry that will ensure the
majority of Australian table grapes meet
consumer taste expectations.
“If we can have that consistent
throughout the industry, then we will
have a win-win situation. Consumers
will know that when they buy Australian
table grapes they will get a mature
quality product, and growers should get
a better return.”

“This season’s results
show one in every three
fruit did not meet their
taste expectations.”

aiming for 80% consumer acceptability
to achieve the best results for growers,
and that’s easily achievable at 16˚Brix,”
Mr Scott said.
“It is surprising, and disappointing,
to see that we haven’t achieved that
so far, but I’m confident that we will
if growers agree to work together
towards a common goal.
“I firmly believe that everyone will
benefit from doing their part to ensure
Australian table grapes are consistently
liked by consumers.”
The August meetings will outline the
proposed updated maturity standards
and the benefits that every grower can
expect from following them.
Tristan Kitchener, who is contracted
by Hort Innovation to engage with
supermarkets for this project, said

¡¡Monitoring compliance and
implications
¡¡Tracking the results
the maturity data clearly shows that
consumer acceptability is not where it
needs to be yet. “This season’s results
show that 30% of consumers found
the fruit unacceptable, and one in
every three fruit did not meet their taste
expectations,” he said.
“When consumers have a negative
eating experience they will not buy
any more fruit for at least six weeks
and will likely buy something else
instead. Competitor categories such
as mangoes, stone fruit and cherries
are continually raising the bar in terms
of quality, so it’s critical that the table
grape industry creates a platform for
change to ensure consumer’s needs
are met and they feel confident that
buying table grapes will give them a
good eating experience.”
Mr Kitchener points out that
implementing minimum maturity
standards has successfully increased
purchase frequency and grower returns
for other fruit categories and similar
results are expected for table grapes.

The ATGA was expecting the maturity
monitoring results to improve as
the project progressed and growers
became more aware of the importance
of consistently supplying the market
with mature good tasting fruit. However,
despite a reasonable growing season
last year, the overall consumer
acceptability of Australian table grapes
only reached 70%, far short of the
targeted 80% (Figure 1).
“Analysis of the maturity monitoring
data has shown that we should be

¡¡Setting the standard and grower
agreement for compliance

He says, “Complying with the industry
maturity standards will benefit everyone
in the industry by getting the taste right
for consumers, which will encourage
them to purchase more table grapes.”

Measuring brix is vital to ensure grapes
are mature and ready to eat.
The Vine • Jul - Sep 2019
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Diary
Save the date: DFA Grower Forum
Climate and water availability continue
to challenge horticultural production.
At this year’s grower forum, which
will be held on Thursday 24 October,
guest presenter Graeme Anderson from
Agriculture Victoria will assist in making
sense of these issues.
Graeme is an experienced science
communicator and extension leader
within Victoria’s agriculture sector.
He leads a small team which delivers
climate risk services that help people
with adapting their farming systems.
Other speakers at the event will include:
¡¡Mallee Regional Innovation Centre
(MRIC) CEO Rebecca Wells, who

will discuss the role of the new
research facility, which involves
both the University of Melbourne
and La Trobe University working
locally with a range of industry
sectors, including horticulture. DFA
is already exploring options with
MRIC regarding possible innovative
and efficient solutions to assist with
winter pruning.
¡¡SuniTAFE Horticulture Partnerships
Project Lead Warren Lloyd, who
will provide information on the set
up and technology transfer being
developed as part of the new smart
farming initiative.
¡¡Sunrise Mapping Executive Sue
Argus, who will speak on the results

of the recent DFA-commissioned
data project, which examined
production, crop varieties and
irrigation methods.
Growers will also hear from the three
processors, Australian Premium
Dried Fruits, Murray River Organics
and Sunbeam Foods. DFA Chairman
Mark King will provide an overview
of the year in brief, and DFA Industry
Development Officer Stuart Putland will
update growers on current research
and development projects.
The DFA Board and staff look forward
to seeing you at what will be a very
informative session at Mildura Working
Man’s Club on 24 October 2019.

9ITGS to be held in Chile
Following the successful 8th International
Table Grape Symposium held in Italy,
October 2017, table grape producers,
researchers and industry professionals
are invited to attend the 9th International
Table Grape Symposium (9ITGS) to be
held in Chile on 16-21 February 2020.

On this occasion the symposium will
be held in Casa Piedra, Santiago, Chile.
Santiago is the main urban centre of the
country and is located in the country’s
central valley, between the Andean
Mountains and the Chilean Coastal
Range.

The symposium is held every three
to four years and is a forum for the
international community of table
grape growers, exporters, researchers
and professionals to meet to share
and discuss technical, scientific and
economic advances in table grape
production and marketing.

The organizing committee, formed
by the Institute of Agricultural
Research (Instituto de Investigaciones
Agropecuarias, INIA), the Commission
for Research and Development of Table
Grape (Comisión de Investigación
para el Desarrollo de Uva de Mesa)

UVANOVA, and the Pontifical
Catholic University of Chile (Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile) is working
to finalise the program. Key aspects for
the sustainability of the industry in the
long term, such as new varieties, cultural
practices, plant protection, postharvest,
and others will be covered both on the
plenary sessions, and by visiting relevant
table grape production vineyards and
packing facilities.
For further information visit their website
W: 9itgschile.cl/

Diary 2019
JULY
21-24 17th Australian Wine Industry
Technical Conference and Trade
Exhibition, Adelaide Convention
Centre, Adelaide.
W: awitc.com.au/
24-27 Food and Hotel Indonesia 2019,
Jakarta International Expo
Centre, Kemayoran, Jakarta,
Indonesia.
W: foodhotelindonesia.com

SEPTEMBER
3

Asiafruit Congress, AsiaWorldExpo Center, Hong Kong.
W: asiafruitcongress.com
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4-6

Asia Fruit Logistica, AsiaWorldExpo Center, Hong Kong.
W: asiafruitlogistica.com

4-6

Cool Logistics Asia, AsiaWorldExpo Center, Hong Kong.
W: coollogisticsresources.com

4-6

Smart Horticulture Asia,
AsiaWorld-Expo Center, Hong
Kong.
W: smart-horticulture.asia

13-14 Riverland Field Days, Barmera,
South Australia. Contact: Tim
Grieger T: 0409 099 122,
W: riverlandfielddays.com.au

OCTOBER
5-9

Anuga, Cologne, Germany.
W: anuga.com

17-19 PMA Fresh Summit Convention
and Expo, Anaheim, California,
United States.
W: freshsummit.com
23-25 Fruit attraction, Madrid, Spain.
W: fruitattraction.com
24-26 Australian National Field Days,
Orange, NSW.
T: (02) 6362 1588,
E: info@anfd.com.au
W: anfd.com.au

Plant Breeders’ Rights
Grape breeders pact to battle IP fraud
Four of the world’s top fruit
breeders will cooperate in stopping
ongoing attempts to appropriate
proprietary plant material and infringe
their Intellectual Property rights,
representatives of the firms announced
during the inaugural Global Grape
Summit held in London.
The new organisation is The Breeders
Alliance Company Ltd, and its founding
members are Grapa Varieties Ltd,
International Fruit Genetics LLC (IFG),
SNFL (owner of Sheehan Genetics LLC
varieties), and Sun World Innovations.

“We have witnessed an
alarming increase in the
theft and unauthorised
planting of proprietary
grapevines and the
Intellectual Property
rights they comprise.”
The Breeders Alliance was created to
assist its members in their separate
enforcement activities by collectively
monitoring and surveilling key
wholesale and retail markets for the
sale of suspected fruit mislabelled,
counterfeit and/or infringing on
its members’ plant variety rights,
trademark rights and other proprietary
interests. Licensed production of
members’ varieties emanates from
most grape-producing countries

with fruit distributed under license to
importers and supermarkets throughout
Asia, Australia, North America, Europe,
the United Kingdom and other major
markets.

“Our ability to continue investing in
highly capital-intensive and long-term
fruit breeding programs is at risk as
infringement and the sale of counterfeit
fruit grows.

Surveillance tools include market
investigations in all relevant markets,
a central DNA database for tracking,
identifying and reporting proprietary
fruit varieties, and collaborative efforts
to expose nurseries, producers and
commercial marketers who infringe
on proprietary rights and violate
Intellectual Property laws in producing
and consuming countries.

“Furthermore, we aim to protect
the interests of both our bona fide
licensees, who find themselves
disadvantaged in the market by the
activities of these unlicensed growers,
and the retailers and supermarkets who
might be at risk from selling fruit from
illegal or unlicensed producers.

“In recent years, our companies and
others have developed and introduced
many dozens of new table grape
varieties with improved and distinctive
flavour profiles, enhanced postharvest
qualities, extended seasonality and
other desired quality attributes,” the
founding directors of The Breeders
Alliance noted in a joint statement.

“The formation of The Breeders
Alliance is designed to bring leading
fruit breeders together, to raise our
collective consciousness and that of
the entire supply chain, and to stem this
illegal activity,” they added.
Member collaboration will be limited to
Intellectual Property surveillance and
related activities, with each member
continuing to be responsible for its own
licensing and enforcement activities.

“Producers and marketers, as well
as retailers and consumers have
benefited greatly from this expanded
selection of better-tasting grape
varieties. Unfortunately, as our new
proprietary varieties assume greater
visibility and bring producers and
retailers more successful results,
we have also witnessed an alarming
increase in the theft and unauthorised
planting of proprietary grapevines and
the Intellectual Property rights they
comprise.
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News
Farmers welcome touted exit of
quad bike manufacturers
Honda and Yamaha have announced they will cease
selling quad bikes in Australia should the Australian
Parliament adopt the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission’s (ACCC) recommendations to improve safety.
The recommendations, including the
introduction of a mandatory safety
standard and the fitting of operator
protection devices (OPDs) are strongly
supported by the National Farmers’
Federation.

bodies with no commercial interest in
the matter, including:

Long-time campaigner for the
improvement of quad bike safety
and NFF Workforce Committee
Chair Charlie Armstrong said in light
of the disclosure, farmers should
think twice about buying from these
manufacturers.

¡¡the opinions of peak health
professionals and industry bodies
who are mindful of increased
costs but recognise the risk as
unacceptable; and,

“In a way, we welcome the
announcements. Assuming both
Honda and Yamaha follow-through on
their withdrawal, Australian farmers will
be safer without the danger that their
products currently pose.
“Although given the hundreds of
thousands of dollars farmers spend on
equipment from these manufacturers
each year, it does leave a sour taste,”
Mr Armstrong said.

¡¡independent studies by Australian
academics based on practical
testing and research;

¡¡the recommendations of the ACCC
following more than 18 months of
consultation and analysis.
“The announcement is reminiscent of
the motor vehicle industry’s responses
to other safety measures such as the
introduction of, the ANCAP safety
ratings and requirement to install
tractor roll-over cages.
“Each of these has proven, well beyond
any rational argument, to provide
indispensable safety advances.
“Any suggestion to the contrary would
be inconceivable today. So it’s easy
to forget that when government was
considering these initiatives, the
manufactures fought aggressively to
the defeat them.”
Mr Armstrong said the decision by
Honda and Yamaha would leave a hole
in the market.

Quad bikes accidents are the largest
cause of death and injury on Australian
farms. Over the 2019 Easter period
alone, three children tragically lost their
lives from incidents involving quad
bikes.
Mr Armstrong said in making their
decision to withdraw from the
Australian market, the manufacturers
relied on misinformation, such as
American computer modelling,
which they commissioned, and
which they claim says the ACCC’s
recommendations would make bikes
unsafe.
In doing so, they have dismissed the
consensus of a range of professional
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“But the void will be filled by other
vehicles and manufactures who
embrace safety and are as horrified
as the NFF at the frequent reports of
death, and serious injury relating to
quad bike use.
“If this move saves just one life, then it
will be worth it.”
Mr Armstrong said government
regulation to improve quad bike safety
needed to be supported by investment
in education and awareness about farm
safety.
“To this end the NFF supports the
Coalition’s commitment of $3.5 million
to the longevity of organisations such
as Farmsafe Australia. We call on the
Opposition to also commit to this
investment.”

Farmer Assist
Relief Program

AGL is now running a $2,000,000
drought relief package aimed at
Australian farmers located in New
South Wales, Queensland, South
Australia, Victoria and Western
Australia.
AGL Business Development Manager
Ben Mohat said the Farmers Assist
program was an AGL initiative, and
there was no connection with existing
government programs.
“The program will consist of a subsidy
applied to the sale of AGL commercial
solar systems to Australian farmers
and primary producers who are ABNregistered and have a turn-over of less
than $10,000,000 per year,” he said.
“The subsidy will apply to systems
from 10 kilowatts to 100kW in size
so it will appeal to farms with a
reasonably high level of energy use
on their operations rather than smaller
residential solar systems.”
Under the program AGL is offering
solar systems nearly at cost, which
should translate into payback periods
of three years or less, Mr Mohat said.
“This pricing will most certainly
result in the best priced sub 100kW
commercial solar in the Australian
market. For instance, a 99kW system
fully installed will sell for between
$60,000 and $75,000 ex GST through
this program depending on location,
roof type etc.”
Successful recipients do not
necessarily need to be AGL
customers.
This program will run until October
2019 or until the $2,000,000 package
is used up, whichever comes first.
For more information on the AGL
Farmers Assist program please
visit their website W: agl.com.au/
farmersassist or contact Mr Mohat
E: bmohat@agl.com.au.

Book launch
The Australian Farmer Volume II launched
One Mandate Group has recently
released Volume II of The Australian
Farmer annual digital book, available
for free to all members! The Australian
Table Grape Association, along with
several other horticulture industry
groups, have enjoyed a relationship
with The Australian Farmer for several
years, supporting the publication prior
to the release of the first volume.
The Australian Farmer annual digital
book was created specifically for
farmers, in collaboration with farmers.
It takes a detailed look at the future of
farming in this country to help all Aussie
farmers increase productivity and
profitability.
The new second volume of The
Australian Farmer delivers original and
in-depth articles, case studies, videos
and interviews on a range of topics
including digital technology, automation
and machinery, animal and plant health,
women in agriculture and water and
irrigation.
With more than 250 pages the book is
a treasure trove of useable information

augmented with videos, links and popup boxes to provide extra details and
interactive features to truly enrich the
reading experience.
The Australian Farmer generously
supports The Vine magazine and its
readers via regular article updates
which we select to share with our
audience. The publication and articles

are of high quality and we highly
recommend growers get their hands on
a copy of this as it delves into a variety
of subject matters that impact the
modern-day farmer.
It is provided for free to farmers across
the country, and can be accessed from
the website
W: theaustralianfarmer.com/digital-book

Powerfully simple
Actionable in-field intelligence
BETTER MANAGE
YOUR SOIL MOISTURE
With CropLogic™ realTime you can measure,
monitor and track soil moisture, soil temperature,
irrigation, rain events and evapotranspiration
all-in-the-one-place



Simple-to-use dashboard and app with
intuitive and concise insights



Designed to help growers optimise crop
performance and profitability



Easy-to-install reliable and robust sensors
with no trenching or cabling required



Dependable 24/7 satellite communication

W: croplogic.com | P: 03 5023 4958
E: sales.au@croplogic.com
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DFA Chief Executive’s report
Big year for the dried grape industry

Anne Mansell
DFA CEO

It’s been a busy few months for the
board and staff of Dried Fruits Australia.
In this issue of The Vine, you can read in
more detail about important issues and
strategic activities that are in planning or
have taken place this year, including:
¡¡Marketing and the launch of our
new brand Australian Sultanas at
Food and Hotel Vietnam and SIAL
Shanghai (page 16)
¡¡The biodiversity levy proposal
(page 17)
¡¡Local history project funding
(pages 32–33)
¡¡The Annual Grower Forum (page 6)
There are several other items DFA
continues to advocate for and work
towards:

Dry conditions and water
availability
The DFA Water Committee met recently
to determine further action regarding
current dry conditions in the Murray
Darling Basin and what it means for
dried grape producers. DFA has also
been involved in meetings facilitated by
Agriculture Victoria on dry conditions
and scenarios for water availability
in the new 2019–20 water year. Phil
Grahame from RuralCo has presented
at each of these meetings, providing

comprehensive information on the water
market, water availability and options
to consider going forward. Phil also
presented at a DFA field walk in May.
DFA members can contact us for a copy
of the presentation on T: (03) 5023 5174
or E: projects@driedfruitsaustralia.org.au.
The water committee, in the knowledge
that the MDBA Ministerial Council was
meeting in June, resolved to write to
each Minister for Water and to the
Murray Darling Basin Community
Council, seeking “the Ministerial Council
to review current and future water
availability based on dry scenarios –
including environmental water needs
– and urge further planning to take place
as a way forward to ensure certainty
and surety for permanent horticulture,
dealing with the risk of delivery shortfall”.
To complement these actions, DFA will
continue to work collaboratively with
other local commodity groups and the
NFF Hort Council in advocating strongly
on water policy and the requirements
for water certainty for dried grape
producers.

Murray Darling Basin
Economic Diversification
Program grant

production benefiting Merbein, Red
Cliffs and Colignan communities and
meeting market demands’. This will
enable a three-year program building on
existing technologies and best practice
to focus on yield, with the intention of
increasing productivity, tonnages and
industry capacity.

International Seedless
Dried Grape Producing
Countries Conference
In November this year, Mildura will
host delegates from other global dried
grape growing regions at the annual
international conference. DFA has
secured two guest speakers for this
important event:
¡¡Associate Professor Sigfredo
Fuentes from the University of
Melbourne, who is the international
coordinator for The Vineyard of The
Future Initiative – a multinational
collaboration to establish a fully
instrumented vineyard for climate
change research.

DFA will receive $396,520 in funding
as part of this Federal Government
program, which was set up to deliver
support for communities identified as
most impacted by water recovery under
the Basin Plan.

¡¡Belinda Neville, who coordinates
the Nuts for Life program – a
world-renowned health education
initiative from the Australian tree nut
industry. Belinda will present on the
success of the campaign, so the
international dried grape community
can discuss what learnings they can
take from it.

DFA is now working with the Department
of Agriculture to finalise the proposal,
entitled ‘generating agtech capacity
to deliver high yielding dried grape

DFA will also provide a two-day
industry tour for all international
delegates, showcasing the Australian
dried grape industry and local region.

Thomas Cheung from Sunbeam Foods, Mark King and Anne Mansell from Dried Fruits Australia, and Craig Greenwood and Zak
Arapovic from Australian Premium Dried Fruits at Food and Hotel Vietnam.
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Dried grape news
Funding boost for dried grape industry

Stuart Putland

DFA Consultant Field
Officer
Dried Fruits Australia is set to
receive almost $400,000 in Federal
Government funding to advance the
growth of the dried grape industry
across Sunraysia.
Over the next three years, DFA will
work with the industry to demonstrate
production systems that more
consistently hit production levels at or
above 10 tonnes per hectare.
Funded as part of the Murray-Darling
Basin Economic Development Program,
the project will focus on building the
capacity of dried grape producers
and achieving high yields at four
demonstration vineyards, located in
Red Cliffs, Merbein and Colignan.
The project will integrate the use of
innovative ag technologies such as
capacitance probes, microclimate
monitoring, disease modelling and
NDVI (normalised difference vegetation
index) monitoring to fine tune decision
making around the key elements of
dried grape production, irrigation,
nutrition, canopy management and
disease management.
All growers will have the opportunity to
visit and look at the decision processes
and results from the demonstration
sites as well as participate in activities
to learn about applying these innovative
ag technologies in their own vineyard.

If we get the systems performing
consistently, then given the growing
demand for Australian dried grapes
across Asia, improved farmgate
prices, and new high-production
systems, the project will also provide
sound evidence to attract more
investment to the industry.
The project should kick off in late
August and conclude in May 2021,
which gives us three seasons
over which we can demonstrate
these systems. This will be a really
important factor, giving us confidence
in our results across the variability
that each season will inevitably throw
up for us to manage.

Industry development
events
So far this season, the DFA and
Hort Innovation-funded industry
development program has been a hit.
We kicked off the year with a series
of five ‘come along if you can’
harvest tours. The tours provided
opportunities to look at different
wetting and harvest operations,
the convenience of discussing
future requirements with harvesting
contractors, and chance to see
the dried grape industry’s newest
harvester (built over the previous
six months by grower John Hunt) in
operation.
The year’s second big event was
a vineyard health workshop. The
themes here were weeds, snails,
and pest and disease management.
Presentations were given by three
industry experts: Invertebrate
Ecologist Michael Nash; Rachael

McClintock from R&D Viticultural
Services; and Peter Boutsalis from
Plant Science Consulting.
The session gave participants the
opportunity to discuss their pest
and disease management activities
for the coming season. Issues
covered included practical advice on
downy and powdery mildew control,
effective baiting of snails, and the
latest research-based information on
herbicide selection.
For anyone who wasn’t able to make
the event, or wants a refresher, videos
of all three presentations are available
on the DFA YouTube channel and
Facebook page. I recommend that
you have a look at the very informative
presentations.
Our most recent event was a water
and irrigation field walk. A series of
presenters covered a large range of
water issues relevant to the dried
grape industry:
¡¡Matching soil, plants and
water: Kym Luitjes, Sunraysia
Environmental
¡¡2019–20 season allocation outlook:
Tyson Milne, Lower Murray Water
¡¡Current water market trends: Phil
Grahame, Ruralco Water
¡¡Planning decisions for a low
allocation season: Jeremy Giddings,
Agriculture Victoria and Stephanie
Ferdelja, Rural Financial Counselling
Service Victoria – North West.
Given the prospect of very low
2019-20 opening season irrigation
allocation, this session was a chance
for participants to think through how
they would manage their business
through a season with less than a
100% water allocation.
Thanks to all our presenters so far this
season, and to all the DFA members
who volunteered to host the events on
their properties.
Keep an eye out for more of DFA’s
2019 events in our fortnightly
newsletter Currant News, Facebook,
the members’ text message service,
and local newspapers and radio.

Experts Michael Nash, Rachael McClintock and Peter Boutsalis presented at DFA’s
vineyard health workshop.
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ATGA Chief Executive’s report
Exports soar as South Korea drives demand
in 2019
Jeff Scott
ATGA CEO

With harvest all but over for another
season, the autumn weather has
certainly set in and pruning is well and
truly under way. Much needed rainfall
has finally made its way to Sunraysia,
although it has been fairly patchy from
all reports received.
At the time of writing, the export results
to the end of April have been received
and industry is tracking 29% higher in
terms of value, at the same time last
season (Table 1).
As expected, there are strong gains
in South Korea and Japan due to an
extensive shipping program to these
markets. To date, 115,963 tonnes of
table grapes worth $446.7 million (AUD)
has been exported, which represents
91% of the season. If May and June
results are similar to last year, we could
be looking to achieve approximately
125,000t for the season.
China continues to dominate as the
number one destination for Australian
table grapes, accounting for 42% of
the total market share of shipments
to date (Table 2). This only stands to
highlight the importance of this market
for Australian growers and exporters,
and we need to ensure we protect the
investment that has been made in the
development and maintenance of China
market access.
It is the performance of South Korea
however that is really showcasing
the fruits of our labour this season,
with a massive 320% increase in
shipments from last season. We must
commend the tireless efforts of our
export development partners who have
assisted in the overwhelming growth
Table 1. Table grapes key measures

YTD
Volume
(tonnes)
Value (M AUD)
$ per kg

ChgLY

115,963

18%

446.69

29%

$3.85

10%

Source: ABS via IHS Global Trade
Atlas; Fresh Intelligence analysis
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of this market.
Levy funded
export market
development
programs such
as ‘Tams Gold’
have contributed
to the success, in
conjunction with
several trade tours
to South Korea
providing growers
and importers an
opportunity to form
strong business
relationships
to increase the
demand for
Australian table
grapes.

Table 2. Table grape exports by market.

China

July to
2018/19
(Tonnes)
29,869

Japan

9,509

Indonesia

6,132

10

8.6

16,704

Hong Kong

4,584

-14

6.4

7,333

Philippines

4,093

18

5.8

5,929

Vietnam

3,587

25

5.0

5,320

Thailand

3,014

-13

4.2

4,659

Korea South

2,255

320

3.2

2,494

New Zealand

1,851

-26

2.6

2,761

Singapore

1,654

17

2.3

3,343

Malaysia

1,208

-20

1.7

2,595

Market

March
Chg LY
(%)
0

Share

*Annual

(%)
42.0

41,730

18

13.4

12,325

825
-23
1.2
1,170
Taiwan
While many growers United Arab Emirates
814
-25
1.1
1,827
are being rewarded
234
-39
0.3
791
Sri Lanka
for their dedication
225
-6
0.3
277
Saudi Arabia
to the export
market, compliance
175
-20
0.2
478
Qatar
will continue
174
-31
0.2
264
Fiji
to see growers
152
140
0.2
1,010
Bangladesh
scrutinised under
the Department
832
1.2
1,574
All other
of Agriculture and
Water Resources
Source: ABS via IHS Global Trade Atlas; Fresh Intelligence analysis
(DAWR) Audit
*Ranked by annual volume Share of season: (March): 63.2%
of horticulture
export accredited
maturity standards that align with
properties legislation. Our growers were
consumer taste expectations. As you
shown leniency by the auditors during
will read in the Cover Story on page
the November 2018 audits; however
4, the Stakeholder Working Group
they have advised industry they will not
(SWG) met with the major retailers at
be as forgiving in the season ahead.
the beginning to June to discuss the
outcomes of the project and means to
The Australian Table Grape Association
move practically forward.
(ATGA) has been proactively
participating in discussions with the
As series of industry workshops will
DAWR Audit Services Team in recent
be held in coming months, so please
months to develop a set of templates
look out for these updates from the
and guidelines to assist growers
ATGA. Having previously worked with
through the audit process in 2019.
several horticulture commodity groups,
It is essential that all growers spend
including citrus, Delytics will deliver
some time between now and July
data to growers which we hope will
familiarising themselves with the
serve to benefit our industry in the long
new legislation to give themselves
term.
time to clarify any items they may be
uncertain about, and to identify areas
On a final note Communications
of the business that may no longer be
Manager, Rebecca Wells recently
compliant.
departed the ATGA to take on the role
of Chief Executive with the Mallee
Compliance is like OH&S – we may not
Regional Innovation Centre. We wish
always enjoy it, but it’s here to stay so
Rebecca all the very best in her new
we may as well work with it!
role, and we look forward to hearing
Delytics continued to collect data
more from the innovation centre.
through maturity testing this season as
I’m sure there will be some exciting
industry strive to implement minimum
developments to come from this space.

Conference report
Inaugural Global Grape Summit
Fresh Table Grapes: Export (1000 Metric Tonnes) ChgLY
Country

On 5 June, the inaugural Global Grape
Summit was held in conjunction
with the London Produce Show and
Conference, at Grosvenor House, Park
Lane.
This first-of-its-kind event was
organised by Yentzen Group and
Produce Business magazine and
brought together the world’s leading
table grape specialists from across
the supply chain to discuss key
topics such as demand trends, areas
of growth, emerging markets and
innovation.
Uniting the world’s growers,
exporters, nurseries, retailers and
affiliated stakeholders will help
guide the industry as it seeks out
new opportunities and faces fresh
challenges. As a meeting of minds, the
event included educational sessions
and panel debates on issues ranging
from new marketing strategies and
online retail to consumers’ response to
new varieties.
With a heavy focus on retail and
marketing, a total of seven sessions
were held across the single-day event
and major topics included:
¡¡Global table grape insights
(production and statistics)
¡¡Consumer response to new varieties
¡¡Looking to 2029 – what the future
will bring for table grapes
¡¡Marketing grapes for success
¡¡Maximising online retailing in China
¡¡Spotlight on Peru
¡¡Retail opportunities in the UK
Manuel Jose Alcaíno, President
Decofrut (Chile) gave a thorough
overview of the current global table
grape market in Session One: The
global table grape panorama. Mr
Alcaíno identified China as the biggest
grape grower producing nearly 22m
tonnes of grapes, while the rest of
the Southern hemisphere - Chile,
Peru, South Africa account for only
15% of the total production in world.
Despite being the biggest grower,
China exports very little. The biggest

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19F

% Part.

Chile

728

761

688

731

731

670

23%

Peru

228

280

297

311

276

382

13%

United States

416

389

328

347

336

340

11%

South Africa

226

264

255

304

280

300

10%

Turkey

204

257

175

173

280

235

8%

China

104

127

227

257

261

220

7%

India

142

76

160

202

170

180

6%

Hong Kong

164

172

190

212

215

170

6%

Mexico

150

152

164

156

196

148

5%

Australia

80

84

110

107

110

137

5%

Others

213

216

238

237

246

187

6%

2,655

2,777

2,830

3,035

3,099

2,969

100%

Total

Source: USDA-Fas Fresh Deciduous Fruit.
While Australia fails to make a dent in the global production figures, we are performing well
in the export space falling into 10th position on “Table Grape Exports by Destination” graph.

exporters are Chile, Peru, the United
States, South Africa and Turkey.
“If you look at the total world export of
grapes over the year, you can see that
it is constant, there are no windows
anymore, this is the new reality that
the industry will have to live with. It
means that we will have to compete
in a different way, the opportunities
and prices that we have seen in the
past have now gone so we will have to
be more efficient, produce more at a
cheaper price,” he said.
“The US market has two main
suppliers from the Southern
Hemisphere Chile and Peru. If you add
Mexico, California and Brazil to this
you get a total of 161m cartons on
offer in the US.
“Following the laws of demand
and supply prices go up as supply
decreases and they go down as supply
increases this has been the case for
many years in the US, except last year.
The prices started increasing in line
with the volumes. So, what happened?
“Firstly, stocks from California had
been bigger than in previous years,
the varieties were also better in both
white and red varieties. In the 2017/18
it was predicted that California would
have a big crop and the retail sector
which favours domestic production
sent a very strong message to the
industry saying they would continue
with Californian grapes and would not
take Peruvian grapes until sometime

in January. This created a stampede
in Peru as exporters looked for
alternatives, that alternative was to
move huge volumes to Europe creating
an impact on the market affecting
European producers as well as South
African producers.
“Meanwhile by early December it
became clear that the condition of
the inventories of Californian grapes
was not good enough and they tried
to move to Peruvian grapes, but it
was too late, the grapes were already
on the water headed for Europe. This
created a strong demand on the US
market explaining the high prices at a
time of big supply.
“I think this is an interesting lesson
which we have to learn from. The
observations that I take from here
are: What is the retail sector going to
do with this new reality? Clearly the
domestic inventories will be bigger
and better, however can we trust the
inventories in terms of condition?
Loyalty to local has a limit. I am a firm
believer in the preference for local, but
I think we have to have an open mind
and watch what is happening around
us.”
Further presentations from the summit
are available at the summit website
W: globalgrapesummit.com/
This piece is adapted from an article
written by Nichola McGregor for
FreshPlaza.com and published on 13
June 2019.
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News
R&D centre boosts Mallee’s agricultural expertise
Former Australian Table Grape
Association (ATGA) employee, Rebecca
Wells was appointed Chief Executive of
Mallee Regional Innovation Centre (MRIC)
just before its May launch in Mildura.
Born in Mildura and raised on a vineyard
in Merbein, Ms Wells returned to the
region in 2008 and has re-immersed
herself in community and professional
networks in the Mallee region. She left
her role as the Communications Manager
at the ATGA to head the new centre
which will drive research in horticulture,
environment, energy and water sectors.
“Joining the MRIC team is a real thrill,”
Ms Wells said. “The concept of an
innovation centre in our region aligns with
so much of what we are already doing
here and have done in the past.
The centre is a joint venture between
the University of Melbourne, La Trobe
University and SuniTAFE and marks
the beginning of a new commitment to
research, innovation and collaboration for
the Mallee region.
MRIC will pair in-depth local knowledge
with the research capabilities of the
University of Melbourne and La Trobe
University and present new training
opportunities for SuniTAFE students.
Ms Wells said it was widely recognised
that collective efforts could instigate real
impact and change and a key component
to the success of MRIC would be
collaboration across businesses and
industries.
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Left to right: University of Melbourne, MRIC Co-Director Professor Mike Stewardson,
MRIC Chief Executive Rebecca Wells, La Trobe University Pro-Vice Chancellor Regions,
Professor Richard Speed, Minister for Regional Development, Jaclyn Symes, La Trobe
University, MRIC Co-Director, Dr Ashley Franks, MRIC Chair of the Strategic Advisory
Panel Leonie Burrows, Geoff Dea, Chief Executive - Directorate, SuniTAFE, and Simon
Fewings SuniTAFE.

At the launch Victorian Minister for
Regional Development Jaclyn Symes MP
highlighted the $1.7 million investment
as a demonstration of the Victorian
Government’s commitment to regional
Victoria.
The Mallee region has cemented its topranking position in irrigated production
and environmental management and
MRIC will help build on this achievement
by linking local stakeholders with wider
research expertise to enable the region to
adopt world’s best practice in production
and environmental management to
maintain that leading advantage.
The centre will combine existing research
and development expertise to address
and respond to challenges arising from
climate change, to retain the region’s
position as a leader across horticulture,

environment, energy and water
management.
Centre Co-Director Associate Professor
Ashley Franks from La Trobe University
said MRIC’s work would build on La
Trobe’s strong foundations in the area.
“MRIC will provide a link between local
industry and the expertise of our six rural
and city campuses. Working with local
communities and partners is one of the
best ways to provide broad benefits and
we’re excited about the outcomes of
collaboration the centre offers,” he said.
Ms Wells encouraged those that had
project ideas or wanted to know more
about the centre to visit the Mallee
Regional Innovation Centre website:
W: eng.unimelb.edu.au/mric/home or
email rebecca.wells1@unimelb.edu.au or
MRIC-info@unimelb.edu.au

Weather outlook
A warmer and drier than average winter likely for
most of Australia
As much of the country shivers through
a cold end to autumn, the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology’s winter outlook
shows the next three months are likely
to be warmer and drier than average for
large parts of the nation.
The Bureau of Meteorology’s winter
climate outlook shows that eastern and
central Australia is unlikely to receive
the above average rainfall many have
been hoping for.
The bureau’s manager of long-range
forecasting Dr Andrew Watkins said
winter was shaping up to be drier than
average for most of eastern Australia,
with warmer than average days very
likely for much of the country.
“Southeastern Australia could see a
dry start to winter, with the models
showing June rainfall is likely to be
below average in New South Wales,
Victoria, eastern South Australia, and
southern parts of both Queensland and
the Northern Territory,” he said.
“In other parts of the country, there
is no strong swing towards an
exceptionally wetter or drier than
average June.
“Drier than average conditions typically
mean more cloud-free nights, which
increases the risk of frost in susceptible
areas.”

Dr Watkins said temperatures across
the rest of winter were very likely to be
warmer than average.
“Our climate outlook shows most
states and territories have large areas
where chances are greater than 80%
for warmer than average days,” he
said.
“Winter nights are very likely to be
warmer than average in Tasmania,
along the mainland’s southeast coast,
and northern WA stretching through
parts of the NT.”
The bureau’s ENSO Outlook is
currently at El Niño WATCH, meaning
the likelihood of El Niño developing
in 2019 is around 50% – or double
the normal risk for this time of year. El
Niño events typically mean reduced
rainfall for eastern Australia during
winter-spring.

Significantly, models predict a positive
Indian Ocean Dipole will develop in
June, and persist through winter and
into spring. This would typically bring
below average winter-spring rainfall
and snowfall to southern and central
Australia, and warmer temperatures to
much of the country.
“This certainly doesn’t mean we will
have no rainfall over winter – it is the
southern wet season after all - but it
does support the model outlook for
a drier than average winter, with the
possibility of more evaporation than
normal,” Dr Watkins said.
“In terms of snow cover - historically
depths are lower in late winter and
spring during positive Indian Ocean
Dipole snow seasons, but on the
flip side, the drier and colder air at
night make for great snow making
conditions.”

“Suppliers of improved grapevine rootstock
and scion wood to the grape industry”
Contact Gary Thomas
Tel: (03) 5022 8499 Mob: 0418 997 730
PO Box 5051, Mildura Vic 3502
Email: vamvvia@bigpond.com
Please see website for more information
& order forms
www.vamvvia.org
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Australian Sultanas launch
Taking Australian dried grapes abroad

The dried grape industry has launched
a new brand, Australian Sultanas, as
part of its strategy to grow product
awareness and increase export sales.
A collaboration between Dried Fruits
Australia (DFA), Sunbeam Foods and
Australian Premium Dried Fruits (APDF),
the brand will be used to promote the
nutritional benefits, taste and quality of
our dried grapes.
DFA Chairman Mark King said it
was the first time the industry had
collaborated to promote Australian
sultanas, currants, raisins and
Sunmuscat to its export markets.
“More than 5,000 tonnes of Australian
dried grapes were exported in 2018,
and this new collaborative marketing
strategy aims to increase the volume to
10,000 tonnes in the next five years,”
Mr King said.

Rice dish made with dried grapes by Australian chef Tim Hollands at SIAL Shanghai.

The Australian Sultanas brand was
unveiled in April at Food and Hotel
Vietnam, a three-day international trade
fair in Ho Chi Minh City. It was also
used at Asia’s largest food innovation
exhibition SIAL Shanghai in May.

“Australia has the best quality dried
grapes in the world, and with a
projected upward trend in terms
of production, it’s an ideal time to
push into new markets and explore
innovative opportunities in our
traditional Asian and European markets.

DFA Chief Executive Anne Mansell said
DFA, Sunbeam Foods and APDF were
very fortunate to receive approval from
the Victorian Government to have a
joint stand under the Global Victoria
banner at both trade events.

“The new branding was developed to
appeal to these markets and will be an
important tool in promoting Australian
dried grapes.”

“Representatives were impressed by
the level of responses and interest in
Australian dried grapes in these two
key markets,” Ms Mansell said.

“The preference in the Vietnamese
market is for clusters, with samples
attracting a lot of interest and
attention. The flavours of sultanas and
Sunmuscat held great appeal for the
Vietnamese palate.

“The Australian Sultanas
brand was unveiled in
April at Food and Hotel
Vietnam”
“Bakery is a growing sector for
Australian dried grapes in China,
and the snack market is growing
exponentially, so there is a significant
opportunity for Sunmuscat to enter this
category.
“Overall, the new tagline ‘healthy,
delicious and nutritious’ – translated
into both Vietnamese and Chinese –
had strong appeal in both markets,
attracting serious buyer interest.”
Ms Mansell said the brand would also
be used at Anuga Germany in October.
“Anuga is the biggest trade fair in the
world, so it will be a prime opportunity
to showcase our products to a wide
range of consumers,” she said.

The Australian Sultanas team at Asia’s largest food innovation exhibition, SIAL Shanghai.
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Biosecurity levy

Proposal: Introduction of
Dried Grape Biosecurity Levy
Dried Fruits Australia has worked with Plant Health Australia on several
plant disease and pest threats to Australia’s horticulture industry over the
last year.
As such, the DFA Board is proposing the introduction of a Dried Grape
Biosecurity Levy. The statutory levy would contribute to timely and effective
responses in emergency management situations as well as education and
training on biosecurity measures for all involved in dried grape production.
Australia’s dried grape industry, while estimated to be worth $40 million in
farm gate value, is only a small horticultural sector. It produces an average
of 15–20,000 tonnes per year, and the majority of its 300 growers are in
the Sunraysia, Swan Hill and Riverland regions. A pest or disease outbreak
would have serious implications for Australian dried grape production and
every producer would be severely affected.
In the past, DFA has contributed its own funds to cost-shared responses
for emergency pest management. Although most producers are members
of the peak industry body, membership is voluntary. Therefore, if an
incursion occurs, members would contribute funds for a response that
would impact every producer in the industry.
Unfortunately, with global trade increasing, the threat of emergency pest
and disease outbreaks grows exponentially each year. This is evidenced by
incursions at Australian ports and across growing regions in recent years,
and a growing number of pest detections such as Brown Marmorated Stink
Bug.
Additionally, because we are in an inland temperate zone and an array of
horticultural produce is grown and marketed from the region, there is an
increased risk of incursions from pests and diseases, such as Xylella.
For these reasons, we are proposing the introduction of a new statutory
levy of $1/tonne. It will be used specifically for biosecurity purposes under
the auspice of Plant Health Australia, and it will be collected by the Federal
Department of Agriculture and Water Resources.
The DFA Board has proposed to hold a vote for the new levy during
the second half of 2019. If the vote is supported, DFA will inform the
Department of Agriculture and Water Resources so the levy can be ratified.
Thank you for your consideration of this extremely important proposal that
will assist in overall biosecurity management for the dried grape industry.
If you have any questions, please contact the DFA office on T: (03) 5023
5174 or at E: ceo@driedfruitsaustralia.org.au.

Mark King
Chairman, Dried Fruits Australia
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International trade
Aussie exports unsettled by ‘no rules’ trade
New research shows uncertainty from
ongoing bilateral trade wars between
China and the United States have set
the global trading environment back
decades and undermined Australian
agricultural exports.
A comprehensive AgriFutures Australiafunded report gives policy makers,
industry peak bodies and primary
producers a roadmap as to how a less
predictable trading environment may
impact export markets.
AgriFutures Australia Managing
Director, John Harvey said the ITS
Global analysis, Bilateral trade wars,
Understanding the implications for
Australian agriculture, gives the industry
a firm footing for policy creation.
“This robust analysis gives Australian
exporters the knowledge they need
to take a leadership role in attempting
to restore stability for agricultural
commodities in the current global
trading environment,” Mr Harvey said.
“The findings show that unilateral
moves by the Trump Administration to
renegotiate existing trade agreements
have threatened World Trade
Organisation (WTO) principles of a
rules-based trading system, creating
uncertainty for Australian agriculture.”
The report identified a wide range of
risks and opportunities for Australia’s
agricultural interests arising from
the current trade wars, finding some
Australian products are likely to fare
better than others.

AgriFutures Australia Senior Manager,
Business Development, Jen Medway
agreed that while some industries
will prosper and others may feel
the pressure from these trade wars,
understanding the potential impact is
fundamental to creating stability in an
unsettled trade environment.
For horticulture export interests, the
impact is largely positive in the shortterm, particularly for exports to China
under the terms of ChAFTA. It is yet to
be seen if Beijing’s negotiations with
the US result in greater US access for
horticultural goods.
It is also possible that an FTA between
the US and Japan would expand access
for US horticulture at the expense
of current Australian access to the
Japanese market.
Mr Harvey acknowledges the
importance of the report findings,
noting they are critical to putting rigor
around our understanding of the top line
impacts for agriculture products as a
result of the trade wars.
“It will inform Australian industry input on
how best to ameliorate the detrimental
side effects of current and possible
future trade measures,” Mr Harvey said.
Mr Harvey added that the take-away
message from the research is that trade
wars breed uncertainty. Uncertainty is
bad for business and leaves agricultural
producers, traders and buyers struggling
to manage a shifting policy landscape.

Asia takes the lion’s share of Australia’s agricultural exports. Seven of the ten top export
destinations by value are Asian nations. China leads the way, and in 2017 purchased
20% of exports of Australian priority products identified for this study, valued at more
than US$5 billion.
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Bilateral trade wars:
Understanding the implications
for Australian agriculture
by ITS Global
May 2019

“The longer this period of uncertainty
lasts, the more commercial decisions
will need to be made by Australia’s
agricultural stakeholders facing the
prospect of sudden and unpredictable
policy changes at the global level,” Mr
Harvey said.
As a medium-sized, open economy
dependent on trade to underpin
economic growth, Australia benefits
significantly from the confidence and
predictability inspired by the smooth
operation of the international trade
regime.
This report was independently
commissioned by AgriFutures Australia
to better understand the top line impacts
for agriculture products as a result of
the trade wars. It is not a report by,
or to, government but the research
was designed to equip Australian
agricultural exporters with information
on the possible impacts of current
Trump Administration, and associated
retaliatory, trade measures on Australian
export markets. It will be used to help
Australian agricultural producers to
prepare, manage and respond to
possible changes in trade flows in
international markets. It will also be
used to inform Australian industry input
on how best to ameliorate the impacts
of current and possible future trade
measures.
To download the AgriFutures Australia
report, visit W: agrifutures.com.au/
product/bilateral-trade-wars

Your complete solution for
independent analytical testing.
ALTSA are returning the former CSIRO site at Merbein South
to its former glory with the aim of providing a reliable local
laboratory analysis service for:
SOIL & LEAF NUTRIENT ANALYSIS (AVAILABLE NOW)
• Automated state of the art instrumentation.
• Trained expert staff.
• Target = all your soil and leaf samples within only 5 working days.

CHEMICAL & PESTICIDE ANALYSIS (COMING SOON)

• State of the art equipment for the analysis of MRL’s (pesticides).
• Trained expert staff.
• Other compounds such as mycotoxins, glyphosate and heavy
metals.

OTHER LAB ANALYSES (COMING SOON)
• All Food & Wine analyses.

• Microbiology, environment, water, wastewater, asbestos testing.
Other analytical needs not serviced locally? We will actively
endeavour to meet your need.

Contact Ray on +61 439 588 108 for more information
585 River Avenue, Merbein South, Victoria 3505
Tel: (03) 4014 9760 | Fax: (+613) 4014 9740
altsa.com.au

APIA Chairman’s report
Financial pressure on APIA
operations

Grant Delves
Chairman

The latest crop estimates suggest that
this year’s crop will probably exceed
3,000 tonnes delivered to processors
with the final graded tonnage likely to be
around 2,600t. Initial grading indicates
that fruit quality is good, although fruit
size is variable.

Levies

APIA NATIONAL
EXECUTIVE
Chairman
Grant Delves

Grower representatives
Paul Carver

Members have been advised of the
adverse impacts of the small 2018 crop
(just over 1,000t) on R&D levy income
and APIA’s membership income in the
current financial year (2018/19).
At a recent APIA Executive meeting,
members were informed that the extent
of the drop in R&D levy income had
been limited to some extent by:
¡¡Hort Innovation correction to funds
held in the Prune Levy Fund (which
increased the carry-over into 2018/19
by nearly $20,000); and

Peter Raccanello
Tony Toscan
Craig Tropeano

¡¡higher levy payments (paid on 2,095t)
than expected, due to prunes being
carried over from the previous season
and graded in 2018/19.

Michael Zalunardo

Packer/ Marketer
representatives

APIA membership income fell
significantly in 2018/19, due to the small
crop, which will see the organisation
run at a deficit over the financial year.
Every effort has been made to limit
expenditure.

Chris Brooke-Kelly
Verity Fruits
Jeff Granger
JC Granger and Sons

Levy proposals

David Swain
Angas Park

APIA National Secretariat
Phil Chidgzey
Dried Fruits Australia
54 Lemon Avenue
PO Box 5042
Mildura 3502
T: (03) 5023 5174
E: ausprunes@driedfruitsaustralia.org.au

The reduced membership income from
the 2018 crop is having a significant
impact on the APIA operating budget.
This constant pressure on membership
income, together with APIA’s increased
activity to help the Australian industry
combat softening world prune market
conditions, will require APIA members
to consider an increase in the APIA
Administration levy at the next Annual
General Meeting.
At the last Annual Conference I advised
members that following the success of
APIA’s generic promotion activities and
the essential need for this to continue I
would be seeking members’ approval
at the 2019 AGM for an increase in the
promotion levy.
I fully understand that growers have
increasing pressures on their returns,
but I am convinced that promoting the
benefits of the Australian product is the
only path forward.

ausprunes@driedfruitsaustralia.org.au

@AusPrunes

www.ausprunes.org.au

@AusPrunes
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We cannot sit by and watch other
commodities continue to take our
market share. I will advise members

with more detail on this proposal as the
AGM/conference draws closer.

Planning ahead
The APIA Executive has communicated
the latest 2019 crop estimates to Hort
Innovation, with an urgent request for
financial forecasts to be prepared for the
next financial year, 2019/20 and beyond.
These forecasts are vital to enable
sound planning for future R&D projects.
APIA has also requested Hort Innovation
hold an urgent Prune Strategic
Investment Advisory Panel meeting
to begin the planning process for new
R&D project(s). Early action is needed,
as the current Communications &
Extension project, DP18000, will finish
in late September, 2019 and it would be
highly preferable to have a new project
finalised and ready to go.
APIA manages the project (DP18000)
entitled “Communication and extension
for the Australian prune industry” which
provides members with information
about latest technologies, research
results and market information through
articles in The Vine and e-news. Under
our project agreement, APIA has
obligations that includes two field events
and a Growers Forum. Yenda Producers
Co-op has been engaged to deliver the
field events.

Leadership project
Fifteen Executive and ordinary members
of APIA completed the Australian
Institute of Company Directors (AICD)
Foundations of Directorship course in
May.This was made possible through
the Department of Agriculture and
Water’s Leadership in Agricultural
Industries fund and was a great
opportunity for our members to upskill
for a more professional approach to their
business and industry matters.
Plans are also being developed to assist
our younger growers starting out. These
include:
¡¡A young growers domestic field
trip for up to 10 growers. This is an
opportunity for the next generation of
farmers to learn from other industry
role models and help take prunes
forward as a robust commodity.
¡¡A Business training course for up
to two young people involved in the
industry.
More details will be made available via
our E-news service.

Promotion
California Prunes introduces
new brand
Save the date: APIA Annual
Conference

California Prunes has announced a
new brand and logo which they say
represents the best of what the state has
to offer in terms of growing prunes.
“The world comes to California for
prunes, and we take that seriously,” said
Donn Zea, Executive Director, California
Prune Board. “California is the most
reliable and consistent source in the
industry for quality, size, and taste.”
The new brand is a positive embrace
of California Prunes for their premium
nature and an expansive view of all
their benefits. The new logo design
transforms a statement of origin into
a reflection of market leadership and
a dual message emerges through the
tagline: Prunes. For life. signifying that
California Prunes are good for your life,
at every stage of your life.
“It moves prunes away from an
occasional food choice to a daily
pleasure. This is ideal since California
Prunes are good for your gut, heart and
bones,” Mr Zea said.
He explains that consumers care more
than ever about their food and the time
is right to promote California Prunes in a
fresh way.
“Gut health has gained more interest
and relevance, and clinical trials suggest
that eating five or six prunes a day may
support healthy bones,” Mr Zea said.
“In addition to the nutritional benefits,
market research has shown that the only
thing holding people back from eating

more prunes isn’t negative perceptions,
but rather the simple need for more topof-mind awareness.”

California prunes drive
growth worldwide
“For more than three decades, we have
opened markets globally for California
Prunes, and we continue to do so
today,” Mr Zea said. “California has
invested in premium growing processes
and quality control along with nutrition
and crop research, all while being
committed to sustainable agriculture
and ethical labour practices.”
“When it comes to prunes, California
delivers. California Prunes have earned
a premium reputation in global markets,”
Mr Zea said. “The message of our new
brand is clear: Choose California for
prunes.”

The date for APIA’s Annual Conference
has been set for Tuesday 15 October
2019.
The APIA Executive agreed to follow
a similar format to that introduced in
2018 whereby the conference will start
late afternoon and run into the evening.
The conference will comprise two parts:
a formal Annual General Meeting and
a Growers’ Forum with industry and
guest/keynote speakers including an
update on APIA’s promotional activities.
The night will also include a Conference
Dinner.
More details will be available closer to
the date.
at its peak for optimal size, exceptional
texture, and a signature sweetness.”

Joe Turkovich, Chairman of the
California Prune Board and California
Prune grower from Winters, California,
said the new brand represents the
premium qualities of California Prunes.

Mr Turkovich explains that California
Prunes taste – and pair – like no other
prunes in the world. “They are fresh and
sweet with a rich, smooth mouthfeel that
is reliably consistent,” he said. “We are
eager to encourage everyone to enjoy
California Prunes today and every day.”

“California’s lush valleys, ancient soils,
and endless sun are ideal for growing a
delectable-tasting fruit that is like none
other,” Mr Turkovich said. “California
Prunes are handcrafted with care to
ensure each piece of fruit is harvested

California Prunes are delivered into more
than 60 countries around the world. The
new brand will be integrated extensively
into markets including the United States,
Canada, the European Union, Japan,
China, and South Korea.

Pruning equipment put to the test
A small number of growers gathered
to learn more about the intricacies of
pruning at the Australian Prune Industry
Association’s latest field day. The
hand pruning session was held at Paul
Carver’s farm in Yenda and delivered by
Yenda Producers Co-operative Society
as part of APIA’s communications and
extension project.
Senior Horticulturist Steven Serafin
said several growers stepped forward;
demonstrating the techniques they
used on their own enterprise and
explaining their reasons for doing it that
way.
“Those who attended took the
opportunity to ask questions regarding
the alternate techniques displayed,
giving everyone some valuable

knowledge as to why those practices
were used by particular growers,” Mr
Serafin said.
Growers found this a useful discussion,
and by having different opinions were
able to adapt or modify their pruning
techniques.
Yenda Producers Fruit and Case
Branch manager Laurie Testoni was
on hand with some of the pruning
equipment he has available in store
including the Electrocoup secateurs.
Following an outline on the equipment.
Mr Testoni offered the growers
the opportunity to ‘test-drive’ the
equipment while in paddock, and his
offer was taken up with gusto by those
wanting to put the equipment to the
test.

Growers who were unable to make
the field days but would like additional
information regarding the pruning
equipment are encouraged to call into
the Yenda Fruit and Case branch to
discuss.
The Vine • Jul - Sep 2019
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Dried grape awards
Awards honour top dried grape growers
The producers of Australia’s best dried
grapes were celebrated in May at
Mildura Field Days.

Paradiso, while Stephen and Jinky
Nicholls from Coomealla picked up the
prize for best raisins.

Dried Fruit Quality Awards
2019 winners

Dried Fruits Australia (DFA) presented
awards for the best sultanas, currants,
raisins, Sunmuscat and Sunglo as part
of the 2019 Dried Fruit Quality Awards.
An overall winner was also announced
at the event.

Irymple growers Frank and Lina
Mammone won the Sunmuscat
category, and Peter and Irene
Chamberlain from Cabarita won for
best Sunglo.

Best sultanas: Len and Sandra Burton
(APDF)

DFA Chairman Mark King said the
annual awards recognised the hard
work and success of the industry’s high
achievers.

Mildura Field Days
Dried Fruits Australia was one of
about 160 exhibitors at the 2019
Mildura Field Days on 17 and 18 May.

“This year’s award recipients are all
from the Sunraysia region, which
produces about 95% of Australia’s
dried grapes,” Mr King said.

Field Officer Stuart Putland was at the
DFA stand both days to connect with
growers and promote dried grapes to
the local community.

“The fruit coming out of the region
is of excellent quality, so it’s always
a difficult decision for our panel of
judges.”

Dried grape producers were
encouraged to make use of the
DFA and Hort Innovation-funded
best practice guides, which can be
accessed online via the resources
page of the DFA website.

Mr King said dried fruit processors
Sunbeam Foods and Australian
Premium Dried Fruits (APDF) submitted
samples of their highest quality fruit for
blind judging.
“The entries in each category are
assessed on colour, size and taste,” he
said.
“Premium sultana, Sunmuscat and
Sunglo berries are light amber in colour,
uniform in size, and have a typical
sweet flavour and soft texture.
“Top quality raisins are a uniform brown
colour with a sweet muscat flavour,
and currants are small, dark coloured
berries with a sweet tangy flavour.”

People also took home recipe cards
branded with the new Australian
Sultanas logo and imagery. They
featured a recipe for sticky sultana
pudding, which was created by The
Kindness Echoes (@thekindnessechoes
on Instagram).

Best fruit of the season: Len and
Sandra Burton (APDF)

Best currants: John and Maria
Paradiso (Sunbeam Foods)
Best raisins: Stephen and Jinky
Nicholls (Sunbeam Foods)
Best Sunmuscat: Frank and Lina
Mammone (APDF)
Best Sunglo: Peter and Irene
Chamberlain (Sunbeam Foods)
advances and improved farming
systems.
Mildura Field Days Coordinator Jo
Rodda said people poured through the
gate across both days and numbers
were up on last year.
“We had an overwhelming response
and people were very pleased with the
new site – it had a lot of ambiance and
a great atmosphere,” Ms Rodda said.

The 68th Mildura Field Days was
officially opened by Minister for
Agriculture Jaclyn Symes.

“It was fabulous to have the Minister
for Agriculture open the event. It gives
recognition to the farmers, volunteers
and exhibitors who have made this
event what it is.

Held at the Mildura Racecourse
for the first time, the annual event
provides the public with easy access
to new information, technology

“The feedback from everyone has been
overwhelmingly positive, and it was
great to see locals and visitors alike
support the event.”

DFA Board Director Warren Lloyd
presented this year’s awards on the
main stage at Mildura Field Days and
congratulated all Australian dried grape
growers for producing top quality fruit
year after year.
“We had good growing conditions for
the 2018-19 season,” Mr Lloyd said.
“When we have these conditions, we
grow the best dried fruit in the world,
so the people who’ve won an award
should be very proud.”
Red Cliffs growers Len and Sandra
Burton, who won the award for best
sultanas, also took home the award for
best fruit of the season.
The award for best currants went to
Sunnycliffs growers John and Maria
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Dried Fruit Quality Awards winners Sandra and Len Burton, Stephen and Jinky Nicholls’
daughter Kristen Alicastro, and Peter Chamberlain.

Sunbeam Foods/Angas Park
Marketing the 2019 harvest
Dried grapes
The harvest is complete and there were
mixed results across the dried grape
varieties. Sultanas have continued their
alternate bearing cycle and across the
board, they are down 20% on the 2018
crop. Sunglo, Sunmuscat, Diamond
Muscat, Summer Muscat, Bruce’s
Sport, Selma Pete and Carina currants
all performed well and were consistent
with previous seasons.
The overall quality of the season
was good with the fruit being slightly
impacted by the extreme heat in
January and the cooler, high humidity
nights in April. The markets will receive
very good products this year that will
further enhance our reputation as a
reliable supplier of quality food.

Chemical use restrictions
The subject of chemical use restrictions
has been widely publicised through The
Vine, Sunbeam grower presentations,
Field Officer communications and
through Dried Fruits Australia. The use
of chemicals is coming under greater
scrutiny in global markets and the
utmost attention must be paid to only
applying registered chemicals and
at the specified rates. Exceeding the
specified rates will lead to product
that does not meet the Australian and/
or international standards. Sunbeam,
along with other industry stakeholders
are working closely with Dried Fruits
Australia to develop the 2019/2020
Spray Diary and this will be the only
diary to be used by Sunbeam suppliers.

Sunbeam Foods International Trading Manager Thomas Cheung and General Manager
Grant Leyden with DFA Chief Executive Anne Mansell at SIAL China.

said the tariff war between China and
the United States had helped the
situation, however the real market
demand and fundamentals for quality
Aussie dried fruits were there for the
industry to further explore.
Mr Leyden said the SIAL China trade
show had been a big win for Sunbeam
and for the entire dried fruit industry.
“The Chinese people love our products
and I would like to describe it as the
‘sky is the limit’, as there is huge
potential and opportunities for all of
us,” Mr Leyden said.

New products for Asian
market

SIAL and China market visit
In late April early May, Sunbeam Foods
General Manager Grant Leyden and
International Trading Manager Thomas
Cheung travelled to China to attend
SIAL, Asia’s largest food innovation
exhibition, and meet with Chinese
customers.
Mr Cheung said demand for premium
quality dried fruits (dried grapes, in
particular) in China had grown in
recent years. “This has been due to the
massive demand for healthy snacking
‘Daily Nuts’ and ‘Daily Fruit & Nuts’
products,” he said.
“Our Sunmuscat, with consistent
golden colour, bigger berry size, great
flavour and 100% natural, is famously
named “澳洲金提” (Golden Sultanas)
in the Chinese market. Its popularity
has been growing and it has become
a well-known item representing quality
Australian dried grapes.” Mr Cheung

Sunbeam products developed for the
Asian market.

A new product range has been released
into Asia. The packs of six sachets
have been developed to meet the
needs of the challenging Asian market,
complete with translated labelling and
product descriptions. This is spreading
the Sunbeam brand into new markets
and they are being well received.

Prunes
The return to good quantities of
Australian prunes available to the
Angas Park brand is very welcome.
There will be a greater presence on the

supermarket shelves of the superior
quality Angas Park product.
The 2019 crop is averaging 60-70%
of graded fruit in the premium pitting
range and importantly 95% of the
fruit is 100s and larger, which is in the
targeted marketing range.
The Australian Prune Industry
Association (APIA) is undertaking
an extensive promotional campaign
on behalf of the prune growers. The
activity includes exhibits at the Sydney
and Brisbane Good Food & Wine
Shows, School Principals Conference,
Executive Chef Club – Rosehill Gardens
Racecourse, Canberra Handmade
Market and advertising through the
Wanderer magazine. This level of
promotional activity has been proven in
the past to lift sales and reinforces that
the promotional funds are being well
allocated.

Sunbeam/Angas Park
Dried Fruit contacts:
David Swain, Supply Manager Dried Fruit:
M: 0407 834 044
Alan Lister, Field Officer
(including South Australia):
M: 0409 437 801
Gary Simpson, Field Officer:
M: 0429 960 234
Luke Fitzsimmons, Dried Tree Fruit
Operations Manager:
M: 0431 894 515
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Murray River Organics
Taking Sunraysia to Asia

Murray River Organics (MRO) has
begun the next phase of its Take
Sunraysia to Asia strategy having
secured several contracts to expand
its presence across China and South
East Asia.
Asia represents a huge growth
opportunity for Australian and organic
products. The Victorian Government
is keen to help individual Victorian
businesses and organisations build
their Asia capabilities and grow their
export and market development
capabilities. MRO recently received an
Asian Gateway voucher through the
state’s Boost Your Business Program
to undertake an extensive category
review research program to better
understand the opportunities in the
Chinese market.
Food safety issues are top of mind
for Asian consumers, and as a result,
Australian and organic products
continue to see growth in demand.
MRO is perfectly positioned to deliver
clean and green products and will
leverage its extensive Sunraysia farm
portfolio to attract Asian consumers
to the Sunraysia provenance story.
Valentina Tripp, MRO Chief Executive
Officer says: “We are so proud to
be the largest dried grape grower
in Australia – and our significant
investment in our farms in the region
is testament to our commitment to

MRO has launched a range of innovative dried grapes under its Gobble minis brand.

strengthen our growing capabilities as
well as the growth of the industry.
“We are committed to working with
our MRO growers to open up new
value-added markets for our highquality dried vine fruit from the
glorious Sunraysia region.”
MRO’s Taking Sunraysia to Asia
program continued with a significant
presence at this year’s SIAL China
2019 exhibition in Shanghai. Held in
May, the trade fair attracted almost
118,000 visitors and 4,300 exhibitors.
MRO received some incredible
feedback and most importantly,
commitments to range its exciting
range of new products including the
Organic Gobble minis range.

Targeting children’s
snacking
The initial focus has been the Asian
snacking market, with organicflavoured snacks perfectly suited to
children. For some time there has
been little innovation in this segment,
and MRO has successfully launched
a range of mini organic raisins under
the Gobble brand, which includes fruit
flavoured organic raisins in orange,
lemon and lime as well as currants,
sultanas, Sunmuscat raisins and a mix
of varieties, which have the potential
to become a staple in children’s fruit
snacking.

MRO Business Development Manager China & SE Asia, Catherine Young and
Regional Manager North Asia, Joe Gayton
at SIAL China.
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The Gobble minis range will be
distributed across China from July
in premium chain stores in Beijing

and Shanghai and be expanded to
supermarkets, convenience stores,
mother and baby food stores as well
as e-commerce channels.
Pack size was key to catering to the
children’s market, with mini packs of
12 grams perfect for little hands and
little tummies and sold in bags of 10!
Visually, the MRO team has worked
hard, creating Gobble mini characters,
encouraging children to be curious
about Australian farming and organic
fruit.
“Our investments in China are a
critical part of our export growth
strategy as we continue to build our
brand awareness and focus our new
products on innovative, convenient
and delicious snacks, especially for
kids who love our new Organic Citrus
Gobble Minis,” Ms Tripp said.
“Parents always want what’s best
for their children and clean, organic
raisins from our beautiful Sunraysia
region resonate with consumers
across Asia.”

Murray River Organics:
Wayne Turner, General Manager –
Sunraysia Operations
M: 0418 116 570
E: wturner@murrayriverorganics.com.au
E: MROGrowers@murrayriverorganics.
com.au

Australian Premium Dried Fruits
Another good drying season, but where’s the
volume?

We hope our growers had a relatively
smooth and successful intake. We have
now had three great drying seasons
(weather wise) in a row, so we hope
this tradition continues for 2020 and
beyond. Good drying weather definitely
has a tremendous impact on the result
for growers, as the percentage of light
fruit grades and lower dehydration costs
contribute to a much better return. From
a processor perspective, the higher
quality fruit also contributes to greater
efficiencies in the factory and enables
more premium markets to be supplied
with the light base colour fruit they are
interested in from Australia.
The main issue for APDF and the
industry as a whole, is supply.
Sultana again performed poorly and
is the main reason why the 2019
intake was 15-20% down on 2018.
Although the initial outlook for sultana
was positive at budburst, estimates
decreased daily from there until harvest.
Even with lowered expectations
approaching harvest, some of the
results were outright demoralising with
extremely small yields realised as the
harvester travelled up and down the
rows.
There is no doubt the warmer
conditions combined with the high

cost of water had some impact on the
overall yield for many growers. But it
was the biennial nature of sultana that
was the main culprit – after a decent
result in 2018, the 2019 crop was
subsequently much lower in yield.
In comparison, Sunmuscat, Sunglo
and Carina once again provided
consistent yields, proving these new
high yielding varieties are the absolute
future for our industry if we are to get
back to a more respectable output.
It is encouraging to see the current
appetite from growers to move away
from Thompson Seedless in favour of
the more consistent producing varieties
Sunmuscat and Sunglo.

“Sultana again
performed poorly and is
the main reason why the
2019 intake was down.”
Global prices are quite firm at present,
so the market conditions are good, with
strong demand from both domestic
and export markets. However, the
decreasing volumes produced by the
industry mean we are unable to take
advantage of these opportunities.
It will be interesting to see how the
northern hemisphere crops perform
in coming months, as their size and
quality have a direct impact on the
pricing for our following season. But
even with large crops from Turkey,

United States, Iran, China, South
Africa, Chile and Greece (currants), an
overall production of less than 15,000
tonnes means we are not able to take
advantage of the opportunities on offer
for Australian fruit. Supply is a serious
issue for our industry.
On a positive note, APDF’s vine
incentive program is helping to
build supply with many of the new
developments from the program
expected to produce their first crop in
the next year or two.
In addition, APDF has more than 400
hectares of new plantings coming in
through corporate farms that we hope
will see our own volumes increase to
over 10,000 tonnes within the next two
to three years.

SIAL China
A really positive move by our industry
has been the development of the
‘Australian Sultanas’ brand. Rather than
market individually at international trade
shows, Dried Fruits Australia, APDF
and Sunbeam Foods are collaborating
to build awareness for the Australian
product. This means we can pool limited
marketing funds and deliver a much
better ‘bang-for-buck’ to create strong
demand for Australian dried grapes
that will benefit us all. This is a terrific
initiative and something that should be
applauded by all stakeholders in the
industry.
The Australian Sultanas brand was
showcased at SIAL China, in Shanghai
in May.
APDF has attended SIAL China for the
past four years and this year invited
their largest private grower, Ashley
Johnstone, to attend. Ashley’s reaction
to the scale of the Shanghai trade show
was amazing. It was great opportunity to
meet with potential buyers of Australian
dried grapes and the feedback was
extremely positive.

Australian Premium
Dried Fruits contact:
Larry Dichiera
Grower Liaison Officer,
Ashley Johnstone and APDF CEO Craig Greenwood at the Australian Sultanas booth at
SIAL China.

M: 0488 199 221
E: larry@apdf.com.au
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Transport and logistics
Real-time temp loggers tell the story
By Glenn Hale, John Lopresti and Dario Stefanelli
The Serviced Supply Chain (SSC)
project aims to increase the value and
profitability of Australian horticulture
by improving the freshness, taste,
consistency and reputation of
Australian exports into Asia. In Victoria,
this project will work closely with the
summerfruit and table grape industries
to demonstrate the benefits of supply
chain monitoring and the use of
predictive tools to help improve the
cold chain management and quality of
export fruit to Asian markets.
The project will test different types
of temperature loggers to determine
their practicality and functionality (i.e.
ease of use, cost, accuracy, reliability,
single use or reusable and if it has
SMS/email notifications) that may be of
benefit to both growers and exporters.
Many exporters currently use USB
temperature loggers that are generally
discarded, or the data never accessed
unless there is a dispute, thus there
is no feedback of information to the
exporter.

“Ideally, mature table
grapes should be stored
at a pulp temperature
of -1.0 to 0.0˚C and 90
to 95% RH which will
limit the rate of water
loss from fruit stems and
help extend shelf life.”
A benefit of using ‘real-time’
temperature loggers is that the data
is readily accessible 24/7 from cloudbased systems so that logistical and
marketing decisions can be made in
situ rather than having to wait for the
consignment to arrive at the destination
which could otherwise be too late.
Users can elect to receive SMS or
email alerts notifying them when
product temperatures deviate from predetermined limits.
By monitoring the export cool-chain
growers can determine the best
route to market and highlight where
temperature fluctuations are occurring.
Improvements can then be made that
enable fresh produce to arrive in Asian
markets in the best possible condition
further enhancing Australia’s reputation
and lead to increased sales and profits
in the future.
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Hong Kong/China

China

Singapore

Fremantle

Hong Kong

Figure 1. A Sensitech GEO Eagle temperature logger (inset) used to monitor a sea freight
consignment of Crimson Seedless table grapes and its route from Mildura to Adelaide,
Fremantle, Singapore and Hong Kong followed by road transport to China.

Hong Kong

Fremantle Singapore

Figure 2. Temperature profile of Crimson Seedless table grapes exported from Mildura to
Adelaide, Fremantle, Singapore, Hong Kong and Mainland China.

Temperature monitoring
As part of the temperature monitoring
component of the SSC project,
Agriculture Victoria recently
monitored a sea freight container
from Australia to China using a
Sensitech TempTale® GEO Eagle
temperature logger (Figure 1).
The advantage of this logger is that it
is relatively inexpensive (~ A$75 each)
and the shipment information (time,
temperature and location data) can be
accessed in ‘real-time’ on the cloudbased SensiWatch™ as it contains
a 3G-enabled SIM card that works
off triangulation with mobile phone
towers. Although no data is transferred
when the logger is out of range (i.e.
at sea), the logger temporarily stores
the temperature data so that when it
comes back into range the on-line data
is updated.

The logger was deployed in a carton
of Crimson Seedless table grapes at a
packhouse in Mildura (north-western
Victoria) and the route and temperature
monitored along the entire trip to
Adelaide, Fremantle and Singapore,
Hong Kong and China.
The logger successfully tracked the
shipping container and provided
updates in Adelaide, Fremantle,
Singapore, Hong Kong and China
(Figure 1). Transit time from Mildura to
Hong Kong was approximately 24 days
(Figure 2).
The temperature profile shows a
relatively ‘good’ cool-chain of between
1.0 to 1.5˚C with the occasional
temperature spike to approximately 2˚C
due to trans-shipping in Fremantle and
Singapore. Air temperatures quickly
recovered once power was restored
(Figure 2).

Measuring the surface temperature of
Crimson Seedless table grapes with a
handheld infrared digital sensor.

so that response functions can be
developed to help predict changes in
fruit quality and remaining shelf-life.

Acknowledgements

Visual inspection and quality assessment of Crimson Seedless table grapes in
Guangzhou, China.

The larger spike in temperature was
attributed to unloading at the port in
Hong Kong and the subsequent road
transport to the importers warehouse in
Guangzhou, China.
Ideally, mature table grapes should be
stored at a pulp temperature of -1.0 to
0.0˚C and 90 to 95% RH which will limit
the rate of water loss from fruit stems
and help extend shelf life. Therefore,
the temperature of the monitored
consignment was slightly higher than
optimal.

Fruit quality
Scientists from Agriculture Victoria
inspected another consignment of
fruit that was stored at approximately
4˚C for up to 13 days at the importers
warehouse. This fruit was part of
a packaging trial and had recently
been removed from the cool room
prior to measuring the grape surface
temperature with a handheld infrared
digital sensor.

Four to five grape bunches were then
subsampled from multiple cartons and
the fruit quality assessed within 24
hours. Soluble solids concentration
of grapes as measured with an Atago
pocket brix-acidity meter ranged
between 22 and 26˚ Brix with an acidity
level of approximately 1%.
Overall quality of the grapes was
generally ‘good’ with only slight
browning on the main stem and
laterals. Minor scarring and some
blemishes were observed on the berries
which may deter consumers or result
in a less than premium product. Eating
quality was mostly ‘good to very good’
due to firm berries, high sugar levels
and low acid concentration.

The Serviced Supply Chains project
is funded by the Hort Frontiers
Asian Markets Fund, part of the Hort
Frontiers strategic partnership initiative
developed by Hort Innovation with
co-investment from the Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries, Queensland;
Department of Jobs, Precincts and
Regions (Victoria); Manbullo (mangoes);
Montague Fresh (summerfruit); Glen
Grove (citrus); and the Australian
Government plus in-kind support from
The University of Queensland and the
Chinese Academy of Sciences.
For more information about the project
or temperature loggers and monitoring
please contact Glenn Hale (Horticultural
Scientist at Agribio, Bundoora),
E: glenn.hale@ecodev.vic.gov.au,
M: 0419 500 302, W: hin.com.au/current
initiatives/serviced-supply-chain
Glenn Hale, John Lopresti and Dario
Stefanelli are Horticultural Scientists at
Agriculture Victoria Research.

Data gained from these trials will be
used to validate predicted changes
in table grape quality from models
developed in static experiments at
Agribio, Bundoora. In these controlled
experiments, fruit will be stored under
different time and temperature regimes
The Vine • Jul - Sep 2019
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Your levy fund has
a new website
Hort Innovation’s new website, www.horticulture.com.au, allows the
dried grape, dried tree fruit, prune and table grape industries to find
more information and more resources quickly and easily.
Each fund has six pages of industry-speciﬁc content, providing:
• Up-to-date details on levy fund management
• All ongoing investments with updates, advice and actions you can
take now
• Completed investments with user-friendly summaries, final research
reports and more
• More resources, information and tools than ever before
• Ways to connect with industry and people you can contact now.

horticulture.com.au/dried-grape

horticulture.com.au/dried-tree-fruit

NEW

Completed
investments:

• View a user-friendly summary
of what the investment achieved
• Download the final research
report with in-depth information
• Access fact sheets, publications
and other tools and resources
that were developed as part
of the investment.

horticulture.com.au/prune

horticulture.com.au/table-grape

Exotic pest threats
High priority exotic pest threats of vines
This series from Plant Health Australia features exotic pests that would survive, spread
and establish in Australian vineyards should they get through border quarantine controls.
Growers should be familiar with their appearance and symptoms so that they can
distinguish them from the pests that they normally encounter.

Grape berry moths
The European grapevine moth (Lobesia
botrana) and the American berry
moth (Polychrosis viteana) are exotic
grape berry moths which cause nearly
identical symptoms.

What to look for
After adult females lay eggs on
individual grapes, blossoms and
stems, the young larvae emerge and
feed on blossoms or berries, often
webbing together entire clusters.
Mature larvae then tunnel into berries
and feed inside, leaving a hollowedout berry with only the skin and seeds
remaining.
At harvest, severely infected
bunches may contain several larvae,
and many of the berries may be
completely hollowed and have an
unhealthy appearance. Damage is
compounded by secondary infection
of rot pathogens such as grey mould
(Botrytis cinerea).

What they look like
Adult grape berry moths both have
brown bodies and are similar in size.
The European grapevine moth is about
5 millimetres long and the American
berry moth is about 6mm long.

Adult male European grapevine moths (Left) and American berry moths (Right) are
similar in appearance. Images: T. M. Gilligan & M. E. Epstein, TortAI
(http://idtools.org/ id/leps/tortai/).

However, there are some visual
differences between the moths.
The grape berry moth adults have
different wing markings. The European
grapevine moth has grey to brown
irregular patches on the wings while the
American berry moth has grey-purple
bands across the wings and cream with
brown spots near the wing tips.
Their larvae also look different. Young
European grapevine moth larvae are
yellowish green with a dark brown
head, while young larvae of the
American berry moth have a cream
body and dark brown head.

It is also important to make sure you
are familiar with common grapevine
pests so you can tell if you see
something different. It is best to
check your vineyard frequently for the
presence of new pests and investigate
any sick grapevines for unusual
symptoms.
If you think you have seen grape berry
moths on your vine or have noticed
anything else unusual, call the Exotic
Plant Pest Hotline 1800 084 881.

When mature, European grapevine
moth larvae are about 10-15mm long
and vary in colour from light yellowish
green to pale brown, with a yellowishbrown head. In comparison, mature
American berry moth larvae mature are
10mm long and become green, then
purple with a light brown head.
These moths can be challenging to
differentiate from each other. The only
way to formally distinguish between
the two is laboratory dissection of the
genitalia.

How to protect your
vineyard

European grapevine moth webbing
around an emerging grape bunch. Image:
Monica Cooper, University of California

Adult moths are very mobile and can
rapidly move between host plants.
However, their larvae can also be
transported with infested fruit and
grapevine material. To protect your
vineyard, use only high health status,
preferably certified, plant material from
reliable and accredited suppliers, and
ensure all staff and visitors adhere
to farm biosecurity and hygiene
practices.

Grape berry moth larvae feed on the
inside of grape berries. Image: Edward
Hellman, Texas A&M University
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Fruit fly control
Bait versus cover-spray cost calculator
Which is more cost effective for Queensland fruit fly control in table grapes - bait spraying
or cover spraying? How long will it take, and what is the labour cost? These were questions
raised by table grape growers at recent Qfly workshops.
Queensland fruit fly (QFly) is a major
pest of concern to the table grape
industry as was attested to by the
high attendance at a series of 13
workshops focusing on management
of the pest. Held in Mildura, Robinvale
and Woorinen between December and
May, the workshops were funded by
the Hort Innovation Table Grape Fund
in collaboration with the Australian
Table Grape Association (ATGA) and the
Greater Sunraysia Pest-Free Areas.
Consultant Alison MacGregor helped
organise the workshops and listened to
growers’ feedback.
“Labour already represents a significant
cost in the annual pest and disease
program and growers are worried that
Qfly control adds an extra labour cost,”
she said. “Before they start treating
Qfly, growers want to know what the
expected outlay will be, whether it be
using cover sprays or bait sprays.
“Cover-spraying appeals to some
growers because insecticide treatments
are part of their regular pest and
disease program. Certainly when a Qfly
treatment coincides with an insecticide
spray for mealybug or light brown apple
moth, then it makes sense to cover
spray,” she said.
“But if you are just treating Qfly, then
bait spraying can be a much quicker and

cheaper option – and it doesn’t leave
residue on bunches or upset your IPM
program.”
To help growers work out how long it
takes, to either cover spray or bait spray,
and what the associated costs in wages
and machinery are, Ms MacGregor
created a simple Chemical Work-Rate
Calculator.

Chemical Work-Rate
Calculator
Ms MacGregor said the aim of the
calculator was to be very simple and
offer comparisons; per hectare, per
orchard, per season, per operator, or per
application.

This design took 4 hours of welding and is
experimenting with different nozzles.

“It’s really easy to use,” she said.

To enter your information, click on the
green ‘Your Business’ tab at the bottom
of the screen. Fill in the beige boxes
and see your results appear in the blue
boxes at the bottom of the page.

“You enter the size of your treatment
area, spray volume and pump capacity,
and the hourly cost of labour into
the beige boxes in the program. The
program then automatically calculates
out how long you will spend spraying
and how much it will cost in labour, with
the figures appearing below in the blue
boxes.”
The calculator and other information
from the Qfly workshops and field days
can be downloaded from the Australian
Table Grape Association website W:
australiangrapes.com.au/category/
tools-resources/ or from the pest-free
area website W: pestfreearea.com.au/
baitsprayfieldday.

Navigating the program
The calculator is an Excel worksheet
with four colour-coded worksheets – an
instruction page, a worksheet for your
own business and two example sheets.
The program should open on the home
page How to use the calculator. To
access the different worksheets simply
click on the coloured tab at the bottom
of the screen.

A towed herbicide unit adapted with a
hand wand to jet the crowns.
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Information in the Vineyard (red tab)
and Orchard (orange tab) examples
cannot be changed.

“If you are just treating
Qfly, then bait spraying
can be a much quicker
and cheaper option
– and it doesn’t leave
residue on bunches
or upset your IPM
program.”
Ms MacGregor said the program
had inbuilt safeguards to ensure its
accuracy. For example, a warning will
appear if the inputted pump capacity is
less than the flow from the nozzles.
The calculator assumes patches are
square, then takes into consideration
the fact that turning at ends of rows
and spraying one side only along
the boundary of a patch both add to
spraying time, and also that larger

Click on the tabs at the bottom of the screen to move between the instructions, your own
worksheet, and some examples.

patches have less edge and row end.
The calculator accounts for turning
and boundary rows, by adding 15%
spraying time to treatment areas
smaller than 500 hectares, and 2%
to treatment areas larger than 500
hectares.

Grower ingenuity
Ms MacGregor is well known for her
passion of spray application and has
been helping table grape growers
to think about faster, purpose-built
designs for bait spraying in table
grapes.

Will you bait spray or cover spray Qfly this season?

Try
onelong
scenario
in take
this column
(eg ais the labour
Compare
it with a different set up in this
How
will it
and what
cost?
high volume spray using the tractor)
column eg a low-volume bait spray
Labour represents a significant cost in the annual pest and disease program. This calculator helps you compare workrates and
costs of different scenarios. Comparison can be made per hectare or per orchard or per season or per operator or per
application.

Will
youspray:
bait1,000L/ha,
spray 6.7kph,
or cover
spray Qfly this
season?
Eg Cover
4 sprays/yr
Eg. Bait
spray: 15L/ha, 14.5kph, 10 bait sprays/yr
How long will it take and what is the labour cost?
Treatment area

A range of bait spray rigs were
demonstrated during the Qfly
workshops including off-the shelf
models and grower-designed
adaptations.
“Growers shared their experience with
bait spraying and the techniques used,
the advantages and disadvantages
of their rig and other management
methods used,” she said.
“A wide range of rigs were on show
and demonstrate grower’s ability to
constantly adapt ideas and parts to
new purposes,” Ms MacGregor said.
Growers reported the best of the rigs
were those that enabled them to travel
much faster than a tractor
Ms MacGregor said other growers
attending the workshop were keen to
see the rigs in action and she looked
forward to the next generation of
bait spray rigs as growers took the
concepts onboard and mixed them with
their own ideas for improvement.
Disclaimer: The Chemical WorkRate Calculator was prepared by
independent consultant Alison
MacGregor to illustrate the effect
on work-rates and labour costs of
varying aspects of the spray operation.
Scenarios derived in this sheet do not
represent recommendations. No person
should act based on the contents of
this sheet without obtaining specific,
independent professional advice in
respect of this information, taking into
account your individual circumstances
and objectives.

hectares

1.15

Treatment area

25

hectares

1.15

Pump
capacity cost 160
L/min pest and disease program. This
Pump
capacityhelps you4compare
L/min
Labour represents
a significant
in the annual
calculator
workrates and
costs of different scenarios. Comparison can be made per hectare or per orchard or per season or per operator or per
Nozzles
L/min
number
Nozzles
L/min
number
application.
Flow rate and how many
2
8
Flow rate and how many
1.5
10
Eg Cover spray: 1,000L/ha, 6.7kph, 4 sprays/yr
Flow rate and how many
0.7
8

“Growers are great inventors,” she said.
“Growers understand their own
canopies and some have come up with
simple, creative designs to get the job
done more efficiently.”

25

Treatment area
Tank volume

25
2000

hectares
L

Pump capacity
Row spacing

160
3.3

L/min
m

Nozzles
Volume applied
Flow rate and how many
Flow rate and how many
Rows sprayed
Flow rate and how many
Labour and machinery cost
Tank volume
Time to refill tank
Row spacing
Number of treatments
Volume applied
Per treatment

Rows sprayed
Travel speed

L/min
number
1000
L/ha
2
8
1.5
10
drive every row
0.7
8
$60.00
2000

$/hour
L

20
3.3

minutes
m

4
1000

$/hour
hrs/ha
boxes,
hrs/patch
minutes

Labour cost
Number of treatments

$1,036
4

$/patch
sprays/year

Dilute volume required
Per treatment
Tanks required
Travel speed

25,000
12.5
6.7

L
tanks
km/hr

0.52
$4,142
17.3

hrs/ha
$/patch/yr
hrs/patch

Per year

Time spraying/ha
Labour cost per year
Total job time (incl refills)

16
15
1
5.6
36.6

Flow rate and how many
1.2
2
Flow rate and how many
Eg. Bait spray: 15L/ha, 14.5kph, 10 bait sprays/yr
Flow rate and how many

1

Treatment area
Tank volume

25
100

hectares
L

Pump capacity
Row spacing

4
3.3

L/min
m

Nozzles
Volume applied
Flow rate and how many
Flow rate and how many
Rows sprayed
Flow rate and how many
Labour and machinery cost
Tank volume

sprays/year
L/ha

drive every row
6.7
km/hr

Labour and machinery cost
$60.00
Time spraying/ha
Type your
data in the 0.52
beige
Total job timelike
(incl refills)
17.3
Time to refillthis
tank example
20

16
15
5.6
36.6
1.15

$4,142

$/patch/yr

number
L/ha
2

drive every second row
$40.00
100

$/hour
L

Time to refill tank
Row spacing

15
3.3

minutes
m

Number of treatments
Volume applied

10
15

sprays/year
L/ha

Per treatment

Rows sprayed
Travel speed

drive every second row
14.5
km/hr

2

2.4
0
0
2.4

2

Look
your results
in the blue
Labour
andat
machinery
cost
$40.00
$/hourboxes.
Time spraying/ha
0.12
hrs/ha
It calculates
travel speed,
and
time and
Total job time (incl refills)
3.9
hrs/patch
Time
to refill
tanktreatment
15
minutes
labour
cost
per
and
per year.
Labour cost
Number of treatments

$157
10

$/patch
sprays/year

Dilute volume required
Per treatment
Tanks required
Travel speed

375
3.8
14.5

L
tanks
km/hr

Per year

Time spraying/ha
Labour cost per year
Total job time (incl refills)

Labour cost
$1,036
$/patch
Labour cost
Disclaimer: This sheet was prepared by independent consultant Alison MacGregor to illustrate the effect
on work-rates
labour
costs of varying
aspectsLof the spray operation. Scenarios
derived
in this
sheet
Dilute and
volume
required
25,000
Dilute
volume
required
do not representTanks
recomendations.
act based on the contents of this sheet
required No person
12.5 should
tanks
Tankswithout
required
obtaining specific, independent professional advice in respect of this information, taking into account
your
individual circumstances and objectives.
Per year
Per year
Labour cost per year

L/min
15
1.2

2.4
0
0
2.4
1.15

Labour cost per year

0.12
$1,573
3.9

hrs/ha
$/patch/yr
hrs/patch

$157

$/patch

375
3.8

L
tanks

$1,573

$/patch/yr

Alison MacGregor | Horticultural and Viticultural Services | ABN: 86 548 568 861

T: 0419 229
713 | Alison
PO Box
1979 Mildura
VIC 3502
Disclaimer: This sheet was prepared by independent
consultant
MacGregor
to illustrate
the effect
on work-rates and labour costs of varying aspects of the spray operation. Scenarios derived in this sheet
do not represent recomendations. No person should act based on the contents of this sheet without
obtaining specific, independent professional advice in respect of this information, taking into account
your individual circumstances and objectives.

Alison MacGregor | Horticultural and Viticultural Services | ABN: 86 548 568 861
T: 0419 229 713 | PO Box 1979 Mildura VIC 3502

This is a low-pressure system designed to apply bait to canopy extending past the covers.
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Local history grant
An archive in the making
When Anne Mansell became the Chief
Executive Officer of Dried Fruits Australia
(DFA) in 2017 she couldn’t help but
notice the vast collection of historical
material stored in their Mildura offices.
Objects and documents were squirrelled
away in filing cabinets, haphazardly piled
on shelves or stuffed into boxes with
vague descriptions on the side. Items of
historical importance sat alongside office
supplies, throughout various meeting
rooms, corridors and sheds.
Ms Mansell says that “while technical
research documents were archived and
put into an online library for dried grape
producers, these other documents
and photographs that mapped the
development of this major industry
in Mildura, hadn’t been looked at for
years.”
This is all about to change, thanks to a
Victorian Local History Grant.
The 2019 round of the Local History
Grants has just been announced,
so Victoria’s Public Record Office
Communications & Online Engagement
Officer Natasha Cantwell spoke to Ms
Mansell about their long-term project to
preserve their historical collection.
DFA received a grant in last year’s round
to undertake a preservation needs
assessment, and now with the support
of a 2019 grant, they can roll up their
sleeves and begin the second phase
of the cataloguing and conservation
project.
It’s a situation that is probably familiar
to a lot of organisations – while there
has been the foresight over the years
to save materials, no one really knows
what to do with them. Unfortunately, as
time passes, it gets harder and harder
to properly organise, catalogue and
preserve the collection. Not only are

Photograph showing vine pruning, circa 1890s.

many of DFA’s paper items starting
to deteriorate, but also the contextual
information is being lost as those with
first-hand knowledge get older.
As Ms Mansell began inspecting the
collection of books, photographs,
letters, videos and memorabilia, she
recognised that there were documents
that discussed key policy decisions;
controversial marketing issues; and
other historical accounts that have
shaped the fabric of the Mildura
community. Dried fruits were what
founded the city, and what drew people
to the area for the next hundred years.
When two Canadian brothers George
and William Chaffey first decided to start
growing grapes in Mildura in the late
1880s, they published The Australian
Irrigation Colonies, which became
known as the ‘Red Book’. Dispatched
to Europe and the United Kingdom,
the promotional book painted an idyllic
image of the region around the Murray
River and managed to entice many
potential immigrants to try their luck
growing grapes on the other side of the
world.

Photograph showing the original method of drying grapes on wooden pallets and hessian,
circa 1890s.
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Returned World War One Australian
servicemen joined them during the
Soldier Settler scheme, followed by
Greeks and Italians after the Second
World War and people from Turkey in the
1970s.
Ms Mansell says that just about every
family in Mildura will have some
connection to the industry. Her family’s
connection goes back to the earliest
days, when her great grandfather sailed
out from California with some vine
cuttings. Amazingly, those original plants
are still growing in Mildura to this day.
Dried fruit remains one of the state’s
most important industries and 98%
of Australia’s dried grapes are grown
in the Mildura region. When growers
started out in the 1890s, it was merely
a practical solution to stop grapes
spoiling on the long river and train trip to
Melbourne, but dried fruits grew into a
much-loved snack.
Those mini cardboard boxes of
Sunraysia raisins are a nostalgic image
from many Australian childhoods. The
fact that Sunraysia raisins cemented
themselves into our childhood memories
is no accident. It has its roots in a
colourful and audacious campaign
undertaken by C.J. De Garis in 1919. As
the newly appointed Director of Publicity
at the Australian Dried Fruits Association
(as the DFA was then known) his task
was to boost domestic sales, due to
a shortage of export shipping space.
Beginning with a public competition for
a new slogan, De Garis chose ‘sunraysed’ which was soon incorporated
into everything from cartoons to
beautifully illustrated fairy story books.
But dried fruits aren’t just for children,
and De Garis’ efforts to appeal to adults

Funding for
dried fruit
history project
Dried Fruits Australia (DFA) has been
awarded a $15,000 local history grant
for the second stage of a dried grape
industry conservation project.
The three-year project will organise and
preserve historic materials that detail the
industry’s significant contribution to life
in northwest Victoria over the past 120
years.

The cover for The Sun-Raysed Waltz sheet
music, circa 1919.

Sun-Raysed Children’s Book - Promotional
Fairy Story Book, circa 1919.

included a Sunraysia Cafe in Melbourne
staffed by young women from Mildura
and he even commissioned R.A.A.
Stoneham to write the ‘Sun-Raysed
Waltz’ using his own lyrics:

Ms Fraser travelled to Mildura to
carefully access DFA’s collection,
storage facilities and procedures.
Her comprehensive report noted all
the current issues, from the lack of
a collections policy, right down to
individual rusty paper clips in the
records. But for every problem, there
was also a solution and the report
included a suggested action plan. One
of the key recommendations was to
employ an archivist to assist staff as
they worked through the cleaning and
rehousing project. With the recent Local
History Grant 2019 announcement, DFA
have just received a second round of
funding to carry out this plan.

“When the rays of the sun,
greet the day, just begun,
Then my heart it is glad,
nevermore to be sad,
There’s a joy that is mine,
eating fruits from the vine,
For they gather their bloom day by day,
in a bright sun ray”
The Australian Dried Fruits Association
initially had enormous confidence in
De Garis. His big ideas put Mildura on
the map and Sunraysia was becoming
a household name. However, he
overspent his budget, causing financial
issues that the association was having
trouble justifying. The DFA’s collection
contains many letters and meeting
minutes that demonstrate their ongoing
conflict as De Garis defended his ideas.
With all this history requiring
preservation, the collection needed to
be cleaned, organised and rehoused in
a suitable environment, but DFA wasn’t
sure how to approach this mammoth
task. With the support of a previous
Local History Grant (2018) they were
able to enlist the services of Jude
Fraser from The Grimwade Centre for
Cultural Materials Conservation to help
point them in the right direction.

Once the collection is properly
archived, DFA will work through a
process to ensure availability to the
public, either online or through the
Mildura Rural City Council Library
services.
DFA now feels more confident that
their collection will be available for
the community. Ms Mansell’s advice
to other organisations is to “treasure
historical information – many of the
issues we currently deal with have been
dealt with before, just at a different
time and place. We can learn a lot from
this historical information, therefore it
is imperative to preserve it for future
generations.”
This story was first published on the
Public Record Office Victoria website:
prov.vic.gov.au

DFA began the project last year after
receiving $7,860 funding as part of
the 2017-2018 Local History Grants
Program.
Chief Executive Officer Anne Mansell said
the continued State Government funding
would ensure future generations could
appreciate and understand the dried fruit
industry’s impressive history.
“The materials have been assessed by
Melbourne University’s Grimwade Centre
for Cultural Materials Conservation,
and we can now engage an archivist
to survey the collection and rehouse it
appropriately,” Ms Mansell said.
“Many of the books, articles and photos
in the collection date back to the
early days of the dried fruits industry
in Sunraysia, and it is important that
the community is able to reflect on
its contribution to the region and the
Australian economy.”
Special Minister of State Gavin Jennings
said the Local History Grants Program
provided small grants to community
organisations to support projects that
preserve, record or publish Victorian local
history.
“The Local History Grants Program is
all about helping dedicated community
organisations do the important job of
collecting and preserving Victoria’s
fascinating history for future generations,”
he said.
“The broad range of activities being
undertaken by these groups shows that
our stories can be shared in innovative
and accessible ways, for the ultimate
benefit of all Victorians.”
The 2018 local history grant funding
announcement is available on the DFA
website: www.driedfruitsaustralia.org.au/
media-releases
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Glyphosate fact sheet
Busting the myths on glyphosate
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Transport and logistics
Global freight demand set to triple by 2050
Global demand for transport will
continue to grow dramatically over
the next three decades, with global
freight demand expected to triple by
2050 according to projections by the
International Transport Forum (ITF), an
intergovernmental think tank.
The ITF Transport Outlook 2019
predicts that a further rapid growth
of e-commerce could increase global
freight volumes by between 2% and
11% by 2050, depending on the
transport mode used. Freight-related
CO2 emissions would increase by 4%.
Conversely, the large-scale uptake of
3D printing in manufacturing and for
home use could reduce global freight
volumes by 28% and related CO2
emissions by 27%. However, a high
level of uptake is not very likely.
New trade routes could affect global
trade volumes and related CO2
emissions marginally but could have
a big impact on logistics chains and
transport infrastructure. The combined
introduction of new technologies and
improvements in logistical efficiency
could lower freight-related CO2
emissions by 60% in 2050 compared to
current projections.
Of the 108 trillion tonne-kilometres
transported worldwide in 2015, 70%
travelled by sea, 18% by road, 9% by
rail and 2% by inland waterway. Less
than 0.25% of global freight in tonnekilometres is transported by air. The
projected compound annual growth
rate of freight is anticipated to be 3.4%
through 2050.
Air freight, while representing a
marginal share of total freight transport,
will have the highest compound annual
growth rate of all modes through 2030
(5.5%) and 2050 (4.5%). Its growth is
driven by larger shares of high-value
goods being transported by air, most
notably in China.
Seaborne trade volumes grew 4% in
2017, the fastest rate since 2012. An
estimated 10.7 billion tonnes were
transported by sea that year. In terms
of tonne-kilometres, global shipping
activity amounted to over 58 trillion in
2017, an increase of five% on 2016.
An estimated 752 million TEUs were
shipped through container ports.
The size of the global ship fleet also
grew 3.3% in 2017, but the growth in
capacity was surpassed by increased
freight volumes.

Maritime shipping will remain the
largest contributor to global tonnekilometres. Ships will carry out more
than three-quarters of all goods
movements by 2050. The remaining
goods will be transported by road
(17%) and rail (7%). Maritime shipping
covers most of the movement of goods
over long distances, and this will
continue to be the case in the coming
years. The current demand pathway
projects that maritime freight transport
will grow at a compound annual growth
rate of 3.6% through 2050. This will
lead to a near tripling of maritime trade
volumes by 2050.

“The economic value
of freight flows in the
North Pacific and Indian
Oceans will increase
nearly four-fold between
2015 and 2050.”
The economic value of freight flows in
the North Pacific and Indian Oceans will
increase nearly four-fold between 2015
and 2050. Approximately one third of
all maritime freight movements in 2050
will take place in these two regions.
The North Atlantic Ocean will remain

the third-busiest maritime corridor, with
15% of maritime freight movements in
2050, some 38 trillion tonne-kilometres.
Slower-than-expected growth
in international trade has led to
overcapacity in certain maritime
transport sectors and locations. Since
capital investments in the shipping
industry cannot be easily recuperated,
companies may seek to cut costs
in other ways in order to maintain
profitability. This could lead to shipping
operators concentrating on a limited
number of ports and routes, which
in turn could strain the capacity of
these ports. Current demand pathway
projections indicate that scheduled
investments in port capacity should be
capable of accommodating maritime
freight demand through 2030 in most
areas of the world except in South Asia.
Inland waterway freight traffic in China
is projected to remain well above that
of any other continent. The volume
of inland waterway freight in China
was estimated at 4.4 trillion tonnekilometres in 2017, a 10.9% increase
from 2016.
This article was written by the Maritime
Executive (W: maritime-executive.com)
and appeared in Freshplaza News on
30 April 2019.
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Cherries are then sorted and packed at the
warehouse, where they are then packed into
2kg boxes and stored in cold storage.
Boxes are stacked onto pallets and wrapped
and loaded into trucks. Trucks then drive to
Melbourne airport via ferrt (Devonport to
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Cherries are picked on farm and
transported in crates (carrying
approximately 240kg per crate) to a
nearby warehouse. Crates are
delivered by road, on a light
commercial vehicle (4 crates per load).
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Cherries case
study overview

Total freight cost from
farm to distribution
= $1.37/kg

Warehouse to airport
Vehicle:
Truck
Container:
Wrapped pallet for 2kg boxes
Volume:
216 boxes/pallet
Cost:
$150/pallet
$0.28/kg

Source: Deloitte Access Economics analysis; industry consultation
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Huon Valley,
Tasmania
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Warehouse

Road/Sea/Road
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Farm to warehouse
Vehicle:
Ute with trailer
Container:
Crate (1200 x 1200 x 900mm)
Volume:
240kg/crate, 4 crates/load
Cost:
$90/load
$0.09/kg

9,000km

Airport to destination market
Vehicle:
International airline
Container:
Wrapped pallet
Volume:
216 boxes/pallet
Cost:
Approx $500-550/pallet
$1.00 kg

Volume:
Cost:

Source: Deloitte Access Economics analysis; industry consultation

216 box
$150/pa
$0.28/k

Figure 3.11 Cherries case study overview

There are a number of issues affecting freight costs in
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Best practice in action
Planning for the new season
While you are out pruning the block,
it may be a good time to think about
managing the vineyard into the coming
season.
The awakening of vines after their
winter dormancy marks the beginning
of one of the most active phases in
vineyard growth and fruit development.
Consequently, this period is also one
of the busiest for growers and vineyard
managers, and one of the most critical

September, the risk of frost remains
high, with the potential for significant
damage to emerging and tender
leaves and fruit buds. The ambient
temperature increases by about 1˚C
for every 30cm above ground level.
Although Swingarm trellis is considered
a tall trellis, canes rolled onto the
bottom wire may be lower than the
traditional tee trellises – hence there is
risk for considerable damage if growers
are not attentive to frost mitigation

Best practice
Compacted moist soil is best to absorb
and hold heat from the sun. This is best
done by cultivating the soil to have
bare earth, compacting it with a roller,
then irrigating. If retaining the mulch or
stubble from a cover crop, it should be
slashed or mulched to near bare earth
to maximise solar radiation absorption.
Again, the soil should be kept moist.
If a mulched vineyard floor is going to
be retained, have as wide a section of
swept under-vine area as possible – it is
a good compromise to totally cultivated
soil to help manage frost control.

Soil moisture
Even though vines are dormant in winter,
it is important to maintain adequate
soil moisture. If the winter has been
dry, it may be necessary to apply an
irrigation during pruning. An irrigation
before leaves begin emerging is critical,
because it sets up the vines for a strong
budburst. But remember that vines use
less water during spring than during the
height of summer when they have a full
canopy of leaves, so take care not to
over-irrigate.

Frost damage on vines.

in terms of establishing and monitoring
vineyard health and fruit development.
Producing quality fresh grapes is the
first step to producing a quality dried
grape product. Diligent management
practice and good strategic decisions
during the development of the
canopy and fruit focus on three major
development stages – budburst and
leaf emergence; flowering and fruit set;
and fruit development.

Budburst and leaf
emergence
In spring, the buds and protective
scales along grapevine canes swell
to reveal brown, woolly hairs (woolly
buds). As the bud swells, the tips
of young green shoots emerge. In
Sunraysia, this is usually around the
second week of September. When
60% of the nodes have progressed
to this stage, the phase is known as
budburst. Green shoots become clear
and the leaves are completely free
about two weeks after budburst (this is
referred to as leaf emergence). Careful
management is required throughout
this spring and early summer period to
ensure good shoot growth and cluster
and berry development.

Frost prevention
Although the weather is warming in early

management practices during the
spring period (roughly from early
September until early November).
Soil conditions that most suit the
uptake of heat during the day and aid
its release at night are:
¡¡A clean inter-row area free of weeds
or cover crops (vegetation shades
the soils and reduces available
moisture, thereby limiting heat
uptake during the day)
¡¡Moist soils (which have a greater
heating capacity than dry soils)
¡¡Compact, rather than aerated
soils (compact soils have a greater
mass and are quicker to heat and
store heat better. The air in recently
cultivated soils acts as an insulting
layer, which limits warming during
the day and the release of heat at
night.)

Shoots, leaves and flowers develop
rapidly after budburst, more so as the
weather warms. It is important to have
plenty of soil moisture available during
the period leading up to flowering and
berry set to try to make the best of the
potential crop size.
Best practice
Monitor weather forecasts around berry
set, looking for heat wave conditions,
and irrigate accordingly. If the vines are
dry and stressed during flowering and
berry set, developing berries will drop
off. This excessive berry shatter will
result in far fewer berries left on bunches
to develop into a crop.
This information was sourced from the
Dried Grape Best Practice Guides (part
2 and 3).

¡¡A clean under-vine space prepared
by killing weeds with herbicides and
sweeping debris off the area.

Growers can access the guides online
via the resources section of the DFA
website: www.driedfruitsaustralia.org.au/
about/resources-and-links

Cultivated soils therefore need to be
rolled immediately after cultivation and
then irrigated. Any cover crop or weed
cover on uncultivated soils should be
slashed as close as possible to the soil
surface in August.

We recommend downloading each part
to your smartphone – the PDF format
reads well on a phone, and you will
have the information on hand wherever
you are.
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Ready for the picking season?

Ishida IPC-30

Versatile and economical, the light-weight Japanese designed IPC Compact Scale is also robust and reliable.
Runs on only two D-size batteries; the large LCD screen makes reading scale-weight easy.
The IPC Compact Scale is ideal for the Grape Grower and comes in two models:
•

Ishida IPC-15 dual range weighing (5 gram divisions to 7.5kg then 10 gram divisions to 15kg)

•

Ishida IPC-30 dual range weighing (10 gram divisions to 15kg then 20 gram divisions to 30kg)

Ishida Commercial Products (ICP)

|

Scales + Weighing Systems

icpsales@heatandcontrol.com.au
www.heatandcontrol.com
Roy Jury - 0419 679 506
EXCLUSIVE SUPPLIER OF ISHIDA SYSTEMS IN AUSTRALIA

